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Gold cont!  °ii.l ilg to soar and fall again 
LONDON tAP) -- Gold Ol~serve/'s, descnl~d the 
soared to a record $440 an Wading as (rantic turmoil. 
dunce in London today and. One dealer predicted the 
$438 in Zurich. The U.S. " price will soon reac.~ $500 an 
dollar dropped, ounce "because everyone 
The London jump of $26.75 wanis to buy and no one 
from Monday's .late price • wants to sel l / '  
w~ the biggest one.day rise Gold also rose in ~loug 
se~n in the bullion market Kong, jumping $24.86 to 
here. $419.24 from $394.38 Monday. 
e ' -  -~ 
G0~d clnsecl at $4,3.25 m $200 at, ounce in July ,,97,8 
London Monday, $414.50 m and clnsed above $300 for the 
Zurich, and hR $419 in New first time less than three 
York'before retreating to months ago, on July 18. 
$415.5o. A trader, at Samuel 
It was . the first time gold .Montagu in London said 
closed above $400 on Arabs and other major in- 
European exchanges and a restore are unloading shaky 
record clusing figure for U.S. dollars to buy gold. 
New York. The price was "What else can they do with 
TER R A(:E-K ITI M-%T 
l 
'.heir doiiars?" r.,: asked, gold, but rzght nov,' ~t's gong New York Mercantile Ex- silver futures closing at 
117.88, up $1.48 on the day change. 
Platinum for delivery this 
month later eased but closed 
on the exchange at $632.30, 
up $64. " 
The price of silver Jumped 
$1.19. in London to a peak 
$17.51 an ounce. It kept rising 
in New York, with October 
14 Flavors 
BOTTLE DEPOT 
Beer & Pop Bottles 
4636 Lszelle Ave, 
Terrace, B,C, 
Open 10a.m..6 p.m. dal ly except St~day 
Frl.tlll? p.m. 
"There's a lot of overseas to the moon'  
buymg, stud Franc 
SchumacL a gold trader for The continued flight away 
Marcus Co.. at New York's from the sagging dollar and 
Commodity Exchange. "A into commodities also 
lot of the commodity pros pushed other precious 
are'out of the market, metaishigher, with platinum 
Eventually, somebody's go- futures surging $131 to $700 
ing to'come in and sell this an ounce at one point on the 
The dollar opened at 225.10 
yen in Tokyo today, up from 
224.925 late Monday. It went 
to 225.15 about half an hour , 
later, sea-sawed through the 
day and closed at 224.875, 
just slightly below Monday's 
clming rate. 
RUPERT STEEL & 
SALVAGE LTD. 
Seal Cove Rd.. Pr. Rupert 
824-5639 
WE BUY copper, brass, all metals, 
batteries, etc. Call us - We are 
Tuesday, Ocfober L 1,19 - 20C Volume 73 No. 190 open Men. through Sat., 8 a.m.-5 p.m. 
U.S.  t roops  Conservat ion is ts  
to .be sent bat t le  over  park 
nto Cuba ' Mm:! twnei:i! vmeng too la  i in i °gbmnY°ef :ea} !::eI ri  i TVA/CO~oVnEs~e/YPt , o n e h first Thetry groqp persuading has saidhunters it will 
crganimtions are waging a to stop and, failing that, 
verbal battle over hunting in vironmental group said Conservation Centre. there are some members 
WASHINGTON (ALP) - -  A 
senior U.S. defames official 
asys President Carter b 
s~mding about 1,500 marian 
to relnfores a U,$. naval 
bmm in Cuba as part of ~i 
modest show of force in 
response to the Soviet insist. 
ence on keeping a brigade of 
troops on the island, 
The official said the 
used under a treaty w i th '  
Havana. 
President Fidel Castro has 
insisted in the past that the 
United States evacuate the 
80-square-kilometre base 
and its wide harbor but has 
never made any menacing 
moves against it, 
The U.S, Navy hes~ used 
the base since the turn of the 
operatiun carries, no threat century, primarily for fleet 
to Cube and the marines will training. Its population 
remain at the base ,at 
Guantanamo Bay in eastern 
Cuba for a onlza few weeks'. 
The official, who briefed 
reporters under rules 
protecting his .anonymity, 
said a marine practice 
landing at Guantanamo 
Within the next several 
weeks will be an exercise to 
totals about 5,900, mostly 
navy and civilian specialists 
and their families. The only 
combat force on the base is 
the marine security guard, 
which is equipped with M.60 
tanks, artillery, mortars and 
machine-guna. 
• Measures announced by 
Carter included: 
show U,S. determination a d ---Creation of a special 
ability to reinforce the base multiservice Caribbean Joint 
quickly if necessary, task force headquarters at 
Carter did not mention tbe Key West, on Florida's 
planned marine rein- southern tip, to plan and 
forcament exercise in his conduct exercises in the 
~noech. . area. 
The marines will go ashore --~.n~m,,~ intelliaence. 
fr0di a navy amphibious . . . . . . . . . . .  ° . . . . .  gatherl to monitor Sovtet 
force~ J0in./~. other marines ..,~ p n~. mtntm, v no. 
Ww guar.'di~g t l ieba~ and tlvRies in Cuba and 
8uiy a lew weeks  oe |Ore  thrmtahnat t  th ,~ ~unr ld  • 
being withdrawn again, the . . . . .  ~" . . . . . . . . . . .  --Acceleration ofplans for 
official said. rapid deployment of U.S. 
.. The official said he expects 
no military reaction .from 
either Cuba or the Soviet 
Union. The U.S. has no in. 
tention of notifying Cuba of 
the exercise plans because, 
he said, the site is a U.S, base 
Called a 
provocation 
military forcea to any crisis 
area in the world "to protect 
our own interests and to act 
in response to .requests for 
help from our allies and 
friends," 
The defence official said 
the headquarters at Key 
West will comprise only 
about 60 staff personnel who 
will plan for possible 
military contingencies in the 
0~,  OW (AP) -- Radio Caribbean-Central America 
• ~low" reported President area, as well as for exer-' 
.~,ech on Soviet cises. 
t roops  "Quba withoqt No military forces will be 
comment-to~wy bqt the assigned or based near' the 
offpoinl 'lass news agency headquarters, but the new 
.said the United States has command will be era- 
staged "another proVncaUve powered to draw units from 
show of force" near the all the armed sarvieea within 
Caribbean bland 
The radio's world service 
said that Carter, in his 
speech Monday night on the 
Soviet bflgade in Cuba, " 
admitted that it was not a 
large force and did not 
present adirect hreat o the 
United States," and that 
"the presence of Soviet 
personnel in Cuba was no 
esson for going hack to the 
mid war." 
i 
the United States, as needed. 
It is not clear why the U.S. 
is creating a special new 
command for this purpose, 
since the Pentagon already 
has a similar readiness 
command headquarters at 
MacDill Air Force Base in 
Florida. The defence official 
said the readiness command 
has broader eapomsibllities 
than Just the Caribbean 
area. 
FLU VA C INE 
PROGRAM HERE 
The B.C, Infitmnza Vaccination Program is 
beginning at all brmches of the Smena Health 
Unit 
The unit will provide free influenza im- 
munization to certain groups of people who are 
expected to be  particularly vulnerable to the 
effects of the disease, 
The people who will receive free flu shots are: 
all persons 65years of age or older, particularly 
those living in long term care facilities; persons 
of any age who have a chronic illness that places 
them at increased risk from infection o( the 
lower respiratory tract, ~ecif icel ly heart 
disease, respiratory diseases such as brun- 
chiectssis, tuberculosis, severe asthma, and 
cyst ic  f ibrosis,  kidney disease, metabol ic  
diseases such as diabetes, chronic severe 
anaemia, and patients on immune supressive 
therapy. 
The vaccine to be used fhis autumn w'ffl protec't 
against three swains of influenza: A Texan, A 
Brazil and B Hong Kong. • 
An appointment for a flu shot can be made by 
l~on i~ ~32-3603 in Kitinmt, or 635-6307 in 
Te~,~h[ l l r  the local branch o( the Skeem Health 
~IUI4 I 
I a t imts  with chronic diseases should 
~ n e d  permission from their own doctor 
~ll l~re the shots before making an appolntmenl. 
The Northwest Native Indlan Festival was sometBng 
for children of all ages to take part In, and for adults 
too. There are more photea inside and a column by 
Greg Middleton on page 4. ~,~o ~ o,,~ ~,~,, ,~ 
British Columbia. 
The B.C. Wildlife 
Federation has sent a letter 
to the Greenpeace Foun. 
darien deploring its anti- 
hunting campaign, while 
Greenpeace has replied 
taking issue with the 
federation over many of its 
arguments. 
Federat ion execut ive 
director Bill Otway said 
Monday that Greenpeace 
started war against the 
federationabout 'a year ago 
and "their tactics at Spatsizi 
shoved us into this respon- 
se." 
Greenpeace president 
Patrick Moore said the letter 
from the federation con. 
rained points that were 
illogical, meaningless, ri. 
dic,flous and disgusting. 
The federation is par- 
ticularly concerned about 
Greenpeace's campaign 
against caribou hunting in 
the Spataizi Plateau Wil- 
derness Park north of 
Smithers in northern B.C. 
Gresnpeace's confrontation 
tactic of blocking the hunters 
from the caribou will do 
more harm than good 
"It appears on the surface 
to be just another example of 
northern colonialism, this 
'Horse 
helped 
PRINCE 'GEORGE, B.C. 
(CP) -- A white horse was 
instrumental Sunday in 
hallang searchers spot a lost 
wrangler near Indian Point 
Lake, about 85 kilometres 
northwest of Wells, B.C. 
Marty Matheson, 23, of 
Whitefish, Mont., spent four 
days in the bush, three of 
them withom the warmth of 
a fire. 
Matheson. lost since Sept. 
26, was flown to the Quesnel 
~spital and listed in stable 
rendition. 
The Grsenpeace chase by 
air begins today as members 
plan to fly over the park in a 
helicopter to spot caribou 
and hunters for an eight-man 
ground crew that arrived 
Monday. 
willing to stand between the 
hunters and the caribou. 
Greanpeace, lead by Jim 
Wright, is fighting the 
British Columbia govern- 
ment's policy of allowing 
hunting in provincial parks. 
!~!ii~!i~i~i!~!i!~i~i!iiiiiii!~ii~i~!~!~i~i~i~i~i!i~iiiiiii~i~i~iiiiiiiiiii~i!!iiii~!~!~!~ii~!!i~!i~ii~iiii~i~i~ 
HEARING SET 
ON PIPELINE 
VANCOUVER (CP) --  The 
National Energy Board has 
bowed to pressure from 
environmental groups and 
agreed to hold hearings on 
proposedWest Coast oil and 
natural gas pipelines in 
Vancouver and Whitehorse 
beginning Oct. 3O. 
The decision came after 10 
environmental groups based 
in the West and the Counvit 
of Yqkon Indians asked for a 
rescheduling of hearings. 
The Indians also protested 
Prime Minister Clark's 
endorsation of an oil pipeline 
from Alaska to the U.S 
mainland through Canada. 
A spokesman for the 
federal regulatory agency 
sapd the Vancouver anb 
Whitehorse hearings would 
allow intervenors to present 
evidence and cross-examine 
all parties concerned. 
• "In the special cane of the • ~ 11" I "B  I " 1 
• Spata'~i ,ond:f.he ,,qG. you, . 
cUltures and.f0i'ce hundreds ~ JL  
of thousands .of humans 
Prnaesently living within the turai world of natural 
resources into cash  
economics." sa id  the 
federation letter. 
Commenting on Green- 
poace's campaign to' stop 
caribou hunting in Spatsizi, 
Moore said the animals are 
being killed ~r trol~ies anO 
their meat and hides are not 
being, used. 
"The hunters involved are 
wealthy enough to travel 
fie'at distances for the sage 
~f a stuffed animal head to 
decorate their home or of. 
rice," wrote Moore. 
Meanwhile, a Smithers 
biologist says Greenpeace 
could interrupt breeding by 
the caribou herd in Spatslzi 
in its attempts to block 
hunting. 
The Greenpeace Foundation 
could interrupt breeding by 
the caribou herd in Spatsizi 
Wilderness Park in its at. 
tempts to block hunting, says 
a local biologist. 
David Halter, former 
regional wildlife biologist, 
said if Greenpeace tries to 
scare the herd away from 
Balloon adventurers 
finally brought low 
SPENCERVILLE, Ohio The three other members, Tiliamook, Ore., in hopes of 
(AP) -- Severe thun- including Fred Hyde of reaching the East Coast 
deratorms and swirling snow Prairie Village, Fan., were after the first trans- 
forced four adventurers to not injured, authorities said. continental balloon flight. 
abandon their tran- The ~.,.ew descended early 
scontinental balloon journey today near this western "Everyone is fine," said 
and descend to earth while Ohio cry mslde the 30-metre Lealey Edmonds of Weather 
being buffeted by thunder high balloon's gondola. Service Corp., the command 
and lightning, the balloon's The balloon, named the post in Bedford, Mass. "One 
command post says. DaVinci Trams-America, of the neoole here spoke with 
" I t  wasn't a case of lifted off Wednesday from me of the crew members." 
VANCOUVi~R (CP) --  
Frances Dayle Presad, 24, 
who with another woman, 
pulled an unsuspecting 
undercover.vice officer from 
the middle of a downtown 
intersection to the spdewalk 
was fined $250 in provincial 
'court Monday for soliciting. 
A bench warrant was 
issued for Lorelei Ramona 
Grech,25, who failed to 
apcPear in court. 
onstable William Fulton 
testified that during the late 
evening of May 14, he was 
FISHING 
STUDIED 
VANCOUVER ~ CP ) -- 
Federa l  F i sher ies  
I~nistcr James McGrath 
announced Monday the 
formation of a committee 
to hx)k into {he problems 
d West Coast fishermen. 
McGrath also said he 
will propose in 
Parliament a study of fish 
licencing practices in 
British Columhia. 
The announcements by 
McGrath came about a 
week after represen- 
tatives of B.C. fishermen 
sent a telegram to Ottawa 
complaining aboul the 
dosure of the Fraser 
River and Georgia Strait 
waters while U.S. 
flsherme~ continued to 
catch coho salmon' south 
d the border. 
Since then, fishermen 
have been allowed limited 
fishing times. 
confronted by Preaad and 
Grech as he crossed 
Georgia Street at Burrard, 
Sreet. 
of the intersection, the two 
grabbed him by each arm 
and pulled him back to the 
sidewalk, 
"They were laughing to 
each other, but they didn't 
say anything to me," be'said. 
"I didn't sea them until they 
grabbed hold of me." 
When they reached the 
sale-walk, Fulton said, the 
women asked it he was in- 
JUST HYPE 
terested in having a party 
with them. 
They then discussed what 
such a party would entail, 
ending with an agreement by 
the women to perform two 
sex acts each for a total of 
$I0o. 
Judge D. D. Hume, who 
recently dismissed a similar 
charge, saying it was not 
illegal for the woman to 
bargain with prospective 
clients, said Presad was 
guilty because she used 
physical force against 
Fulton. 
L 
Howard slams 
gov't adverts 
Frank Howard, Skeena 
NDP, MLA, classified the 
government's $500,000.00 
alcohol abuse advertising 
program as a complete 
waste o( public funds. 
"The only real and iden- 
tifiable benefit," Howard 
mid, "which will result from 
this half.million dollar ex- 
penditure will be that which 
shows up on the balance 
sheets of advertising 
sgenciesand the media. The 
effect of the program on the 
individual will be negligible. 
. I think this advertising 
program is a complete waste 
d money, 
"A far more effective way 
to utili,m these funds would 
be to hire additicoal alcohol 
munsellors and to open 
detoxification centrea in 
areas which are now barren 
of such facilities," Howard 
said. "To be of any value an 
icohol abuse program has to 
be on a person-to-person 
basis." Human contact and 
human caring are the 
foundation stones from, 
which a person with an 
alcohol problem can move to 
enmbat and eventually 
defeat hat problem, Howard 
says. The only type of ad- 
vertising that should be 
mgaged in is one that ad- 
vertised addressed and 
phone numbers so a person 
who feels he has a problem 
can make contact with 
someone who can be of help, 
stated Howard. 
"The Socreds have cer- 
teinly got their priorities 
mixed on this one," con- 
duded Howard. 
anything being wrong," 
Randy Birch, an NBC.TV. 
cameraman and crew 
member, said early today: 
"It was a case of the weather 
having closed in around us." 
There was "lightning at all 
sides anb snow coming 
down," said 
Rudolph Engelmann of 
Boulder, Colo. "It Just didn't 
look good. There were a lot of 
mixed reactions about what 
ought to be done. Common 
sense prevailed." 
The four crew members 
were taken to St. Rite's 
Medical Centre in newgby 
Lima where Vera Sim,)ns, 
the only woman aboard, was 
treated for a broken leg. She 
was listed m fair condition 
POPE SPEAKS TO UN 
Morals ,  conf l ic t ,  te r ror i sm top ic  
UNITED NATIONS rAPt 
--  Pope John Paul arrived in 
New York today to address 
the United Nations on the 
moral perils in a world of 
conflict, terrorism and East- 
West rivalry. 
The Pope arrived at the 
United Nations in a 
motorcade that took him 
from LaGuardia airport, 
across the East River and 
through upper Manhattan 
past welcoming crowds 
Stuffing and hatless, the 
pontiff stood in his open-top 
car and waved at the 
thousands who waited at the 
United Nations. 
There were repeated 
cheers and cries of "Viva il 
papa!" as the Pope moved 
into the UN buildings, ac- 
companied by Secretary- 
General Kurt Waldheim and 
surrounded by UN employ- 
ees who pressed close. 
eeekmg a word or a hand- 
shake He went to the 38th 
floor of the secretariat 
budding for a private talk 
with Waldheim 
"1 greet all the men. 
women and children of the 
countries that are 
represented at the United 
Nations," said the Pope as 
he arrived at LaGuardla 
from Boston for the second 
day of his week-long U.S 
tour. 
"May the hopes that they 
place in the efforts and in the 
solidarity that links us all 
never be disappointed. May 
they experience m the 
achievements of the t'ntted 
Nations the fact ~hat here ts 
only one world and that it is 
the home of all. 
"It is the human person -- 
every Individual-- who must 
make the aims of your 
organization come true in 
the concrete realities of 
friendly relatlons, of 
tolerance, of freedom and 
harmony for al l"  
The Trans World Alrlinea 
Boeing 727 - dubbed 
Shepherd I - which carried 
the Pope from Boston 
touched own shortly after 9 
s m. EDT .at LaGuardia 
where a crowd estimated by 
police at 3,000 had gathered 
The weather in New York 
Was clear, in contrast to the 
mist and rain which greeted 
the Pope in Boston 
However, Boston's weather 
had failed to dampen the 
enthusiasm ofthe more than 
one million people who had 
turned out to see him. 
The pontiff, wearing a 
white cassock and waving 
Cont 'd  on 2 
Pese |,  The Herekl, Tuesday, O¢toher 3, 1979 
from one 
his arms, wu welcomed to Mestof thePopa'sdnywaa 
New York by his host, to be spent at the United 
Wsldhelm, and other Natlons -- a l~4cre in- 
dlsdematle and church af- ternational eackvo an the 
n~ds. -• east edge of hostlinj mid. 
tnd flowers. Among the In an airport ureednS, 
youngster8 wero students Waldfadm told the Pope: 
from a Middlesex, N,J. "We eagerly await the 
school, drsesed in Polish message which you will 
eestumes, bestial bouquets deliver." 
e~ chryesntheums and He recalled the visit o£ 
ws~nli f lap. ' Pope Paul VI to the United 
Neff=us 14 years an0 mad Monday niSht that he wits his arrival Monday al- 
said: "Hta moving words eWSre~theimportancesnd torneon. 
still Inspire us and we chailangscdldsspeachto the The Pope gave nn details 
gruatl~, cherish them." world body. _ . of what he will say, but he is 
The~t~l 'ead~totho  . " l  sheil have the honor to expected to offer the sar- 
UN General Assembly iP to this mixenye forum of vices of the Vatican as a 
to be the most nations,., to make a plea to mediator in international 
rtant d ~ U.S. tour ; -  the whole wodd for Justice claputes. 
own wurdl "a plea to md peace, aplea in de fence It was an invitation from 
the whole world for JuaHce oftheunlquedignttyofev¢~T UN Secretary-General K f t  
andpeace, pioala defeace hamanbeh~," he told a Waldi~elm to address the 
oftheuniquedi~,o/every soaked but enthusiastic General Assembly that 
human be£NL" mnKrqlatlou of 500,000 on blossomed into the current 
He Bald in Beston on Boston Common following dx-clty, seven.day tour 
OGI)UIL.,, 
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Territories 
ina  turmoil 
By MARK LISAC Arct ic are lnuit, the 
YELLOWKNIFE, N.W.T. majority from the 
(CP) -  The political future Yellowknife area are non. 
of the Northwest Territories native, and the Mackenzie 
remained unclear Monday valley is split 
night after the election of 
veteran leg is la tors ,  
spokesman for native land 
claims and n~/ represen- 
tatives eager for rapid con- 
stitutional change to the 22- 
member  Nor thwest  
Territories Council. . 
But many ~andldatss have 
called for ]ransfer ox power 
into the hand~ of the 
territorial council from the 
federal government. 
The. Ihult Taplrisat of 
Canaan and Dens Nation, 
~t hough. ~ey d.id not have rmai mates m candidates, 
both placed members on the 
council after staying aloof 
from the election of its 15- 
member predecessor in 1975. 
And the proportion of 
natives on the council 
remained about he same, 14 
native members ucceeding 
nine on the smaller body. 
The council" meets in 
POPE 
which will take the pontiff to 
a meeting with President 
Carter in. Washington on 
Satt~day. BELGRADE (AP) -- The hunger, stress, crowding and 
frustration. The pope, greeted at 
Boston Airp~t by President 
Carter's wife,. Roanlynn 
after she arrived from a 
tmnultuom tour of Ireland, 
was seen by an estimated 
two million perseus in six 
tours of public appearances 
in Boston. 
At the main .event on 
Boston Common,. the Pope 
addressed young persons on 
the perils of materialism. 
"Facedwith problems and 
disappointments, many 
people will try to escape 
from their rnsponsibllity," 
he told the excited throng 
who protected themselves 
~galnst steady rain with 
umbrellas and ralnccatn. 
"They will escape In 
selfishness, escape in sexual 
" Georse Braden, a con- pie~ure, escape In drugs, 
sultant to C. M. .Dr  .m'y's mcape in violence, escape In 
co~.titutional inqm~ m~ indifference and cynical 
~ormern government ann attitudes," he added. 
winner in Y~ilowknlfe North, "But today, I pro~ae to 
said in an interview he wants 
an immediate move to y~u the option "of love, which 
responsible government, is the opposite of escape. If 
• The shift would make ~u really accept hat love 
execut ive ,  committee ' from Christ lt will lead you to 
members, of the legislative God," 
assembly responsible tothe But not everybody heeded 
assembly andthe voters for' his message. Five thefts 
their actions, he said. The 
main line of responsibility 
currently runs through the 
commissioner to the federal 
government, although the 
situntion is changing and, to 
some extent, blurred. 
"I think it can happen ~ 
within one year or so," 
Braden said. 
The Council would assume 
responsiblity for ever- 
widening areas, moving 
from education to wildlife 
were rqxrted dudnK the 
mass and officials said 
police arrested a man who 
briefly ran naked through 
the crowd and a woman who 
ex~sed herself wearing just 
a bikini bottom. 
world's leading finance 
mimisters qy the "grave 
threat" of inflation mast be 
brought under control, but 
World Bank President 
Robert McNamwra wants 
the population time bomb 
defused, calling it the 
gravest issue short of 
nuclear war. 
In a speech prepared for 
delivery today, the former 
U.S. clarence secretary sale 
the populptlop, explps!on 
"must Ioe laces tor w~t It. 
ul.timately Is: a centras 
. determinant of humanlty~t 
mmre .ann one requFmg.mr 
more e~tective attenttontnsn 
it is currently receiving,." 
He said if current rends 
continue the world 
nnnad~tion will not stabilize. 
mtil the year 2090, at augur; 
10 billion, compared, with .4.3" 
billion today and that rime 
out of 10 human beings will 
live in developing countries 
suffering from poverty, 
The ghosts 
NAIROBI (Reuter) - -  
Fug i t ive  troops of ousted 
dictator Idl Amin have killed 
20 persons and wounded 
another 20 in a raid in a 
remote area of nertheastem 
Uganda, Radio Uganda 
reported today. 6 
The radio monitored in 
Nalrobi said the incldont was 
reported by an official of the 
count ry ' s  in ter im 
The finance ministers said 
inflatlon must he ccntro"eb 
before the Qnlted States and 
many other countries can re- 
sume vigorous economic 
grTowth. 
hey also decided to give 
"priority attention to. 
establishing a new In- 
ternational account fo r  
unwanted U.S. dollars in a 
bid to strengthen the bat- 
tered currency. 
They met in advance of the 
opening today d the annual. 
Joint meeting of. the Inter- 
ational Monetary Fund and. 
World Bank. Yugoslav 
President Jos ipT i to  is 
scheduled to address the  
opening session. 
It is the first time that the 
138-member IMF, which in- 
eludes only a handful d 
Communist members, has. 
.met in a Communist country. 
It was the first time that a 
~t~e~cihnd visited Boston end 
ty treated the day as n 
local festival. 
Sohods and city offices 
were closed and city 
television stations, like state 
of Idi Amin 
parliament, the National 
Consultative Council. " 
It sald 5,000 refugees~. 
mainly women and 
thild/~n, abandoned their' 
i~mes after the raid. Flftem 
schools in the area in" 
Karamoja district were 
closed down. 
Amin was overthrown by 
U~ndan exiles and Tan- 
zantan forces last April . 
Gandhi's birthday riots 
NEW DELHI (AP)  - -  The to cleanse .hlmse]f of 
It0th anniversary of the "political sins," he told 
birth, of Mohandas Gendhl, reporters. 
November to elect a speaker 
and decide on membership management to control of televtale~j In Ireland, gave the Indian leader who 
of an executive tommittse, resources, including pet- non-stop coverage to every dedicated his life to non- He dro. pped a previonsly- announced plan to douse the 
then resumes early in 1960 roleum', public appearance of the violence, was marred today 
for a budget session. Tagak Curley, director Pope. He appeared relaxed by a clash between police Gandhi memorial with 
It has limited legislative and foundingpresldentof the despite the day's grueling and political demonstrators. Ganges water after three 
Eleven persons were in- youth groups denounced the 
and taxing powers. The Inuit Tapir/sat, beat three Ehedule, whlehhadhelpmin jured and 25 arrested when idea as a "political i~m- 
federal government com- other candidates im Ireland andlaatedmorethan police broke up a protest mlck." 
pletely controls non- Keewatin South with an 
renewable resources such as unofficial total of 161 of 586 16 hours. 
gas and oil, while the Terra- votes cast. He won in the A massive security against,,purification,,a politician'Sbath near flamboyantThe meleeN raln,began 2,as whothe 
first election i  which ballots qperstion was in force for the Gandhi's RaJ,Ghet crema- arrived and left with a potice 
torlal government has were printed in both English Pope's brief visit, but it 
jurisdiction over wildlife and and Inuktitut. appeared to be largely siGn ground, now a national escort, placed wreatlM at 
memorial, a police RaJ Ghat. economic development. C-urley. entered coo'aid i" confined to crowd control spokesman said. . 
'LaStcommissionerWeek, JohnTerrit°rialparker an~e.~.el.yqnl w s ni~r ~egetl~r~er along the 32-kllometre Police fired tesrgns ann Earlier in the day, 
announced administrative Tap]mat voteo at its an- motorcade route from the charged the demonstrators Reddy and Prime Mlallter changes he said were likely nualiuneeting in Igloolik to airport o Boston Common. ~d~ metal.tipped bamboo President Neelam SanJiva 
to speed the transfer of press for eatahlishment of.a About 1,000 blacks se~a~.  Inuit territory m protested rackm in Boston ~ j  Nerain~ president of Slngh took part in an official HaJ G~t ceremony marking 
powers from Ottawa to the the Norm. during the visit and the caretaker Prime Minister .Gandhi s birth. Gandhi, the Territories. A l~.OpOeal was ratified to Secret Service protecting the Charan Singh's People's father of modern India, was 
hove the entire area nerth of Pope hed to change his ropte party, washed with water assassinated by a Hindu the tree-line split off from 
the territories and turned at one point because from the holy River Ganges extremist on Jan. 30, 1948. 
over to the Inuit to give them demonst ra tors  
control over the land, to he 
There are no political 
parties in the Territories, but 
clear geographical splits 
emerged in  Monday's 
election. Most repre- 
sentatives from the .enstem know as Nunavut, 
Canadian Forces Mobile Information Unit can 
help you to make important decisions about 
your future, In the'wide range o! opportunities 
offered by the Canadian Forces, you may lind 
justwhat you're looking for. 
Talk to 
Sergeant BOB WHIPPS ' 
Military Career Counsellor 
THE MOBILE INFORMATION UNIT 
wi l l  visit 
TERRACE on Wednmday, 3 (3ctober 
CANADA EMPLOYMENT CENTRE ,, 
from 9:00 a.m. to 3:00 p.m. 
There's no fife like it. 
The ~ad i~ Am~l  F I~ 
WRZ 14 
were 
blocking a sweet. 
After his address at the 
United Nations, the Pope 
plans to Visit a Roman 
Catholic church in New 
York's black ghetto district 
of Harlem, and to bless a 
" derelict building site in the 
Bronx. 
Tonight he will celebrate 
mass for 70,000 persons at 
Yankee Stadium. 
NDP hold 
election 
BjornPetturson is the new 
President of the provincial 
Skcena New Democratic 
Party Aeaeclation. -He was 
dected to head the new 
~ecutive Mate at a meeting 
at the Terrace ' Hotel 
Saturcl~, afternoon. 
John Chen Wing Is the new 
vice-president and Rob 
Goflinet is the provincial 
council delegate. The 
dections of officers was 
preoeeded by an .address 
from 5keeea MLA Frank 
Howanl 
The 50-odd members at- 
bmdlnK theafterneou scesiou 
de clded to establish a trustee 
for their BRIC shares. 
Richard's Cleaners Ltd. 
"uselbur handy, drive-in window" i 
WASCOMAT WASHERS 
for a 
really clean 
wash in the 
COIN CLEAN 
LAUNDRY 
San,tone[ 
3||$ Emerson 
IlI-611I 
OPEN 
lien, thru Sat, 
I 
I@N JUSTNESS CLOTHING 1 RENTAL S[RVICES LTD. 
|AL ' '  & q |NTAI*  
t iC [  NS[D OPf  RA?On 
Downtown Terraoe 
 mbabwe talks totter 
LONDON (Renter) -- The 
Zimbabwe Rhodesia peace 
talks face a crucialsession 
today which is expected to 
have an important bearing 
m whether the combatants 
in the sewn year guerrilla 
war can avoid deadlock over 
,new constitution for the rebel 
mlony 
Tee negotiations ,ave 
been inching through details 
of a new black.rule con- 
stltution since they started 
more then three wzeks ago. 
But conference sources 
say there still are wide 
differences between the 
Salisbury government of 
Bpahop Abel Muzorewa nd 
the Patriotic Front guer J 
rillas of Robert Mugahe and 
Joshua Nkomo. 
Britain, the conference 
• chairman, is not in full ac- 
cord with either side but 
cioser appears to Salisbury 
than to the gnerrlllas, the 
sources ay. 
British Foreign Secretary 
Lord Cerrington has sum- 
monad both aides to a fail- 
scale 1311ensry session, the 
first for two weeks, to 
discuss their differences 
face-to-face. 
Carrington then hopes to 
present "refined" pro p~ate 
for a constitution which 
Britain would not want to 
change to suit either party, 
the sources ay. 
The constitutional issue, ff 
unresolved, will block the 
way to negotiating the 
thorn!nst question of how the 
war-oattered terr i tory 
should be led to new else-' 
tions and internationally- 
recognized indevendonce ac- 
compan/ed .by [he lifting of 
trade saneness. 
No one knows what to do 
WASHINGTON (AP)  - -  Before today's ession, the 
Six months after the nuclear commission conceded it had 
accident at. Three Mile 
Island, the Nuclear 
Regulatory Commission still 
not know how to dispose 
of a million galioms of 
mntaminated water, U~q. 
Senate investigators said 
today. 
Tile is building up at a rate 
of about 1,500 gallons a day, 
swid a report submitted to 
the Senate nuclear 
regulation subcommittee. 
Testimony today by Paul 
Levanthal and James 
Aaselstlne, the two in. 
~stigators who prepared 
the report, opened the latest 
round of haerinp byhthe 
subcommittee into the 
March 28 incident. 
noto decided how to go about 
dlspesing of the water, 
But it said it will not 
rmit disd~rge of any of 
water -  into the 
Susquehanna River. 
thStorqe tanks for holdinU 
• contaminated water in 
the auxiliary building ad- 
Jacent o the reactor are now 
full or almost full. 
The commission says it 
can continue to store the can- 
tslmlnaisd water for nine 
more m.ontho if nsceqary by 
using storage tanks at the 
power plmt'a othor nuclmr 
reactor and th~ other 
means. 
.~  ' , L 
Riverside Auto Wreoking 
Used Cars & Trucks 
Randy, for the ;'c~d ~t Reduced Prlcei~ 
73 INTERNATIONAL PICK-UP 
75 VOLKSWAGEN 
72 CHEV PICK.UP 
72 FORD1 TON with STEEL FLATDECK 
69 FORD F.2SO 
62 INTERNATIONAL $ TON with FLATDECK 
24 HOUR TOWING 
4129 Substation Road 
636-6837 636-9363 
q , , 
Ru|es 
blamed 
for crash 
SECH~I/r, B.C ,'CP) - .  
The fatal crash of a float- 
equipped Twin Olter here 
Sunday likely would not have 
happened ~ut for federal 
transport rules which force 
some planes to make un- 
necessary landin'gs a 
~roner's Jury was told ~on- 
~tUss Minaker, goncrai 
manager of West Coast Air 
Services Ltd, of Richmond, 
B.C., which owned the plane, 
said there was no reason for 
the stop in Sechelt except 
that the landing was a 
condition of the licence. 
He was being questioned 
by Dr. William McArthnr, 
B.C.'s chief coroner. 
Pilot Brian Craven, :15, 
was killed but fifteen others 
survived when the plane's 
wing hit the ground and the 
craft cartwheeled into trees 
while attempting to land at 
Porpoise Bay at this Sun- 
shine Coast community. 
Co-pilot John Henry 
Lynch, 24, of Vancouver, was . 
listed in fair condition in 
hospital after an It-hour 
operation. 
The plane was chartered to 
Tyee Air Lines (whose 
licence carries the route 
restriction) and was on a 
scheduled flight from 
Vancouver to Powell River. 
Surf beat 
the force 
"PORT HARDY,  B.C. (CP) 
-- A 20-foot surf proved too 
much for the combined 
military m ght of Canada 
and the United States 
Monday as a military 
exercise had to be po:!t- 
poncd. 
Rough seas forced a joint 
training force of 2,400'to 
abandon its attempt io land 
on the northwest.coast of'. 
Vancouver Island~ The 
soldiers were to try again 
when the weather improves. 
The Canadian~ off[(~ id. 
charge of the lartdfng'forc~, 
General Pat Mitebell, said it 
was pulled back because the O~ of the trent~ featured ~t the N~wthwest Native Indian Festival  held here on 
attack was just training and the  weekend was a traditional native dish made /rom wild soapherrlee. The safety is the most important 
consideration, berries, which are collected in the summer, are crushed and beaten by hand into a 
Several soldiers suffered frothy d~'i~'t Lila Mal,~on, who ts seen atwork here on the bitter-sweet treat, says 
minor injuries before the clean homL~ are n vecessitv and plastic bowls can' t  be used because ven the 
landing attempt was aborted sltg htes t t~'aee (ff oil will ~revent mixture rising. Photo Joy Oreg Mlck:llefon 
and there was more than a 
few cases of seasickness• 4 ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~ ~° ~" " " - - : - -  I 
Called Operation Colonel J [ 
Potlatch Two, the exercise [1A~£~ A "~'[L.~ g.~ [~ | 
u'ymg!nV'°]'~eS'to°neoverrunfprcetbeanomer~UCS'" * l l  TM F= ~ ' "  " ~: )~ : ~ : ~"  I "  "1" TERMINAL 
forcethe orangeswhile If0 | J "' " 
umpires watch to judge Norther. 3h, i.lm](l, Qm, en EXPRESS 
who's doing what to whom. ( 'har l , t tes :  lncrea.,~ing 
F Y clouds I(,da,r v,'ith rain hy orestr evening ] ] ~t' :~ [0' 1'1 y ] 4 '1'' ' '~ , ' lo,,s ,, ,,, , , .  (635-3680) 
Wcdru,sd;r: w~th |~eriod~ of' says rain High:; ',Ve,lm~sdav ,,ear 
]~. " Parcel Pickup & Delivery 
thanks '"""'"'"" Sunny to(lay itll(] Wedn(".-:dav.,7. . . . . . . .  : 
'with a few c o ~ y l~ri~>~t~. .. -- -- --" 
The regional protection,:, ~ighs t;olh days lit if1/21, l{))~'~, ~ L *qht Packages & Parcels :~:: . C "/~' !.' ' 1 
director for the Prince tooight 4 [o 7, Ch~=rs • Recliners -- End Tables - 
Rupert Fire Protection (',]u mbi;*i Kooten;tv:  Portable T.V. 
District, 0rval Gorley, Farly mornim~ ~how(:rs S,~le5 (KHchen & Livinq Room) 
wishes to thank those people today m IbL' Koote~laVS, Beds & Box Springs 
who todc time to telephone otherwise, ~mmy with ('l~ddv 
Zenith 5555 to report forest periods, hLt|llty Wo(ln(?sd;l~/ ~ASTER BEDROOM DRESSERSOR CHESTS 
fires, who volunteered to with a few cloudy lx, riods. 
assist with the actual Highs both d;~vs l(; olg. lows I:RIG'S, STOVES, WASHERORDRYERS 
firefighting, and who tonight 2 to :~. 
e~ercisedeaufionwithfirein 'Chilc,.*=h,.('arit,oo.(',.,,t,.,,~ Dis t r i c t  of Ter race  On ly  
the region's forested areas. In-terlm': ::~,mnv with cloudy 
Special thanks to people period:.: h,lav.'ll igh.~ loIla~.' 
who contributedto f rest fire 13 to 16, h)ws toulghl t I0 :] ~ . :  ~ "" : : - _- I 
prevention also comes from 
forest rangers and their :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::: ::: ::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
staff~ throughout he region- :::: ~ , ;~  ~ ::. 
,:.; . ~: , ~ "" 
northwestern quarter of the :': 
province. ::: 
With fire season out of the i~ 
way, forest service .:.: ':' 
protection staffers now turn :::: I~I:~:i'II:I.C~::~&S.3: TOURNAMENT :::i:i! 
~e failures, su~e~es ~d ::ii ~A~h t~rht  ~'a.kod J011N BAIIE attending !!il 
points In hetween of the ' iiii 
flreflghtJng effort. !!i ' ;  ;; : - 
With an understanding of iiii ~ E~,~i~h'atio~ ll~;ad!}~ Sat. Oct. 6, 1979 -;i:! 
lhe 1979 fire season in mind, :::: " ' " : 
flreflghters will be better :::!:: "~ T~.,,,,..ment ltt~y h~,gins i, October ...: ..,....iiii:. 
prepared to deal with next :~i 
summer's problems as they ~ ~t |$  ~I L~igS S~(;ti011S . !ii:~__. 
erise, 
:i:i . * Tripl0 ~ll0ClI0,t f0r~,~at !~:: 
~ " ~ ~@'~ ..... ~- ' l~ ~s. 0f a~o or older 
, ~- ~nrl~ ratt~d hlw liner attending Nov. 3 & 4 
~ " ~ T  i iii -A' ~,]i e,tr,8.~ i I] tour :,~4 ~,]ili r,ceive free T-shirts 
Save $50. Sears !i!i ~= ~.,ig~r,. . r~f ~,'tolfn~ff will ~o invited to B.C. Amateur Shocker if! 
rebuilt engines !il 
Guaranteed 24 months  or  7.I,C3{I • . = :w ' - . - J J~ '~.~"  ,~. .P~,~. ,=. rb , , .~ , ts .~/  : . " "  - 
miles. Enloy bra,d new engln~ 
performance. Shop Seer,' i~,[/~r,~ E'_ (M or  F)  
today I  
,4,, 0o ; i ~( ) INE  ' FEE' $ l0 Reg. $S87 00 ................ * 
; : i : :  . . . . . . .  ~. ~_.L~._~_.LO..~L ENTREES Ouarllnloe ^ rt,rC~l~.]'. ~'/l[,I "  "A E 
Complete ~glnes {with I~nad~) 
Installed In passongnr cnr~ in i! i ~/.~,~.~_ I~:/;)j'L;~ '/TA)I [,~,~L....~A~' q'f'5 PLACE 3213 KALUM. TERRACE B.C. 
normal use are ouar. ~gainst . . . . . . . . .  " " 
defects In workmanship or *.!" ~ , ~ 
mater s s for 12,00o m.12 :.: ,,,~ 
F l i t  O. ; ,v l ry  ,ton", . . . .  V.~ :.: 2473 iii ,~,~.~,~ i~'lliardS ~, Amusements 
" '  635 • ~J.t .  l today, Pho~o 635 6541 ~ :': ' : '": ' ; ' : ' : '  ""' :': ' :': " : :' "' '" ' : ' "  .~.:.~.:~.~.:;~;~.;:;:~.::~:~:.:~..~.;~;~:.:~:~:..~:.~.:.~.~`~`:~::~;:;:;:;:;~;:;~:~;~;:;~.~.~;:;~;:~ 
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COllege hires counsellors 
• Ministry of Education, 
Scle~ce and Technology. 
~e  two counsellors will be 
employed for an initial six 
month period. There is a 
Two women's access 
counsellors have been ap- 
pointed • by Northwest 
Community College to 
Irovede specialized coun. 
selling for women. One 
person has been appointed 
for the Hamltun area and 
another for Prince Rupert. 
Katheryn A. Clay has been pssslbLUty hat the program 
appointed for the Hazelton will be continued. 
ores. She has had ex~ennive. "I am wry pleased with 
programs and in finding the competence and ex- 
related employmmL perlence of the two women 
The prngmm is funded by we have appointed for these 
a special grant from the . positions," said Brian 
Loptson, director of student 
services. "With only one 
munseilor on staff, it has 
heen difficult to provide the 
level of service required by 
the people in the college 
region. The women's access 
mumeliors will be able to 
experience in the north as a 
social worker, home school 
m.ordinator and eonnsellor. 
Clay will be working out of 
the College Centre in 
Hazelton and may be con- 
tatted at 842-5291. 
Daphne Palsey has been 
appointed for Prince Rupert. 
She has worked as a welfare 
admin is t ra tor ,  soc ia l  
worker, llfe skills coach and. 
counsellor. She will be 
working out o( the College 
Centre in Prince Rupert and 
may be contacted at 624-6054. 
The program will provide 
one-to-one and group 
counselling for women in the 
areas o~ career planning, 
decision making sulk and 
educat iona l  p rogram 
planning. In making its 
submission for the grant the 
Women's Studies Advisory 
Committee for the college 
stated "We believe that one 
d the key means by which ' 
women could become 
familiar with educational 
programs both in traditional 
and non-traditional reas is 
good career counselling 
aimed specifically at 
women." 
The two counsellors will 
also be acltve in determimng 
why more women may not be 
applying to the non- 
traditional trades tmidng 
programs eifered by the 
College. Presently the rate 
d female involvement in 
t rad i t iona l ly  ma le  
vocational training has been 
about 10-15 per cent. The 
college would like to see this 
increased. Women have 
proved themselves to be as 
successful as men in the 
completion eithese tmiring 
AT BURNS LAKE 
provide aspecialized zervlce 
to meet he specific needs of 
wome~ planning to enter or 
re-anter the work force and 
wbo need assistance in 
career and ll~e planning." 
Women who are Interested 
in talking about their career 
plans are invited to call 
dthar Daphne or Kathy. 
Tbey begin their ap- 
pointmmta on Oct. I. 
Heritage meet set 
interest to anyone concerned 
with buildings and relies of 
historical value in any 
community. 
The sessions will be 
chaired by George Kerr of 
Victoria, and he will have 
with him David Lichten- 
Committee Chairman 
Margaret Long and 
Alderman Janet Gilgan, plan 
to include a presentation on 
Burns Lake's own proposed 
heritage buildings, glvan by 
Dave McLennan, and a 
walking tour with Bill 
steiger and Allstair Kerr, Graham as guide. It is also 
both experts in their fields ~ toped that a. speaker from 
heritage architecture, the Fort St. James, and 
Local organizers, in- l~storicalezhibitapersennel 
duding Heritage Advisory will be present, 
The Burns Lake Heritage 
Advisory Committee is 
heating a seminar-workshop 
Sails'day, October 13 at 10 
• m. in St. John's Anglican 
Hall, Burns .Lake, for al l  
heritage groups in Northern 
B.C. 
Jointly sponsored by the 
Heri tage Conservat ion 
Branch of the Department 
Provincial Secretary, the 
seminar is planned.to be of 
SKEENA MALL 
TERRACE 
FOR LEASE 
RETAIL & COMMERCIAL SPACE 
Space suitable for commercial offices or retail 
stores. 
CONTACT (112) 374-5193 
Suite 510 
175 - 2nd Ave. 
IG~mloops, B.C. 
Ken Wallin 
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DITOR AL 
Terrace Alderman AI Purschke 
commented in conversation the other 
day that Terrace was quite a tough town. 
Purschke made the comment with a 
note of some considerable surprise in his 
voice, although he has lived here ~ for 
many years. His comment was made in 
reference to the coverage this 
newspaper has given to both police and 
court news over the summer. 
Many Terrace residents are un- 
doubtedly somewhat surprised to 
discover that stabbings, street fights, 
and high-speed automobile chases are 
com mon occurances here. 
Friday and Saturday nights in Terrace 
see a good portion of the local police 
detachment occupied in trying to contain 
the rowdier element in only a few square 
blocks of the downtown area. 
While our staffing limitations don't 
allow us to continue our coverage of the 
seamier side of Terrace night life and 
the courts in which those who live this 
life frequently find themselves, we hope 
we have shed a little light on one part of 
this community. 
We Would now call on city council to sit 
down with the police and social service 
organizations such as the probation 
officers and department of human 
r~soursesjvorkers,t9 see if there are any 
ahsweTrs~t~uch cl'~estions as wl~at Can 
I:~ d on'~ °a'b~ u'f~fh~ ~i u ven iles :~t rid ha n g 
around on the street corners until well 
past midnight. 
A bandaid solution, would be to light 
up the alleys and lanes in the vicinity of 
Greig Avenue and Kalum Street. 
While this would not offer constructive 
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FIRE SEASON 
Second worst for B.C. 
VANCOUVER (CP) -- 
Canada's forests and forest 
industries are in trouble 
because of dwindling sup- 
plies and rising costs of 
wood, says federal En- 
vironment Minister John 
Fraser. 
And the amount being 
spent on research and 
development in the ad- 
ministration of forests is 
inadequate, he says. 
The purpose of a new 
forest policy he will soon 
present to cabinet !s to 
identify where for-lestry 
research is needed and to 
establish an agency to 
coordinate all federal 
departments involved in 
forestry matters, he said at a 
news conference Saturday. 
The federal forestry 
service in the environment 
ministry has been sliding 
backwards for several 
years, he said. alternatives, it would at least give the 
• "Our research capacity is police some ass,stance in patrolling thisth . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  hnlf wh t  it wag seven  nr  
area  more effectively. I twou ld  make e:eigbt years ago and yet, 
nooks and crannies less aflractive to the across the country, 
generally we are not 
replacing the annual cut," he 
said.hh 
"The old reserve figures 
that indicated our annual cut 
was not exceeding our 
reserve is unrealistic 
because much of those 
reserve figures included 
timber which was growing 
inhdpstant plwces og timber 
which was uneconomic to 
harvest." 
Fraser said that although 
forests are under provincial 
jusridiction, the provinces 
have indicated they want the 
federal government to take 
the lead in research and 
coord inat ing  fo res t  
management across the 
country. 
The forest imdustry can 
augmenthits wood supply by 
better utilization of the 
existing forest, by more 
efficient logging and 
processing, and by har- 
vesting more remote forests, 
he said Friday at the annual 
meeting of the Construction 
Labor Relations Association 
of B.C. 
"In terms of the number of 
fires and acres burned this 
ye/w, we'rq pretty well on 
average," he said. "The 15. 
year average is 1,350 fires a 
year and 200,000 to 250,0~0 
acres burned. We are below 
in acres but above in fires 
this year -  I llke to think 
that it's because of our in- 
creased technology and effl. 
ciency." 
Ontario's worst year for 
forest fires occurred in 1923 
when more than two million 
acres were destroyed. 
Man i toba 's  fo res t  
protection services reported 
616 forest fires to date, a 75. 
per-cent increase over last 
year's 362. The number was 
still well below the 1976 
record of 1,128 fires. 
The majority of fires oc- 
cured in July and early 
August when there was a 
period of intense electrical 
storms and little rain for 
about nine weeks. 
Acreage burned up to the 
end of July this year was 
188,393 compared with the 
same period last year when 
36,984 acres were burned. 
Bob Burk, a forest 
underage drinker and the dope smokers. 
It would give the people the police call 
"shitrats" fewer places to lurk. 
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protect ion  serv ices  
spokesman, said about 18,781 
man days were spent 
fighting fires this year while 
the cost, to Aug. 6, was 
almost $3.5 million. 
The Manitoba cabinet 
passed a special warrant for 
$2.4 million after the original 
$I. 1-million firefighting 
budget was exhausted. 
A late spring this year 
meant fewer forest fires in 
Saskatchewan and most of 
the 598,900 acres burned 
were in secondary pmtectinn 
areas where timber is not 
marketable and fires are not 
fought unless they threaten 
something of value. 
Last year, about half of the 
179,600 acres destroyed by 
fire were in the primary area 
where jack pine, spruce and 
Plar trees are taller and 
ger in diameter. 
Keith Gorham of the prov- 
ince's forest protection 
division said dry weather in 
June and July put them "on 
the verge of a serious year, 
but the weather broke for 
us." 
Four fires covering 200,000 
acres in northeastern 
Alberta still were 
smoldering but under control 
as of Sept. 21. So far this 
year, 858 fires burned 400,. 
000 acres of forest. 
Roger Young, a 
spokesman for the depart- 
ment of natural resourmes, 
said man usually 
cgd3apht2'a, but this year 
most were caused by 
lightning. The province 
spent $7.9 million fighting 
fires compared with $3 
million lastyear when 657 
fires destroyed 19,400 acres. 
Alberta's worst year was 
1949, when 1.4 million acres 
wet'e consumed. 
The worst year on record 
in the Northwest Territories 
may be this year, said John 
McQueen, regional manager 
of forest resources in the 
N.W.T. 
"It's far and above what 
would be a normal year," he 
said of the 376 fires that have 
destroyed 3.5 million acres 
so far this year. 
Most of the fires were 
caused by dry weather 
followed by a hot spell and 
lightning. 
McQueen said fires' still 
burning in the Greet Bear 
Lake area have yet to be 
mapped and may bring this 
year's total to four million 
acres destroyed. 
The federal government 
has spent $2.5 million 
• fighting fires in the N.W.T. 
this year compared with 
$360,000 last year when 148 
fires were .recorded. 
Fire season in the Yukon 
still is open, but the toll so far 
has been much lower than 
normal, mainly due to fewer 
lightning strikes. 
• John Doyle, head of fire 
control in the Yukon, said 
that so far there has been a 
total of 65 fires, half the 
normal number and the 
lowest in 10 years. 
There were 112 fires last 
year and 166 in 1975, the 
worst year on record. Fires 
that were fought this year 
covered about 850 acres. 
Those that were not fought 
were generally in remote 
areas and affected timber of 
)ittle commercial value. 
So far this year in Quebec, 
606 fires have burned about 
7,-500 acres of woodland 
compared with the 1,059 fires 
that took 12,-500 acres last 
year. 
Marcel Guay, a 
spokesman for Quebec's 
forestry department, said 
damage was exceptionally 
low this year because 'the 
summer was not as dry as 
expected. 
The worst year on record 
in Quebec was in 1953 when 
2,253 fires burned 575,000 
acres. 
A wet summer in the Marl- 
times also produced fewer 
fires and a low amount of 
acreage destroyed. 
In Nova Scotia, 664 fires 
burned 1,850 acres with 1,400 
of those 'blackened in the 
spring before the rains, 
The province escaped 
serious forest loss in 1978 wh- 
zn 793 fireyo burned 1~800 
acres, • The wogyt  
yearhrecord in Nova Yc0tpa 
was in 1976 when, 453 fires 
took more ti~n 43,000.'acres 
- -  )3,400 Of them in a single 
blaze in the province's 
eastern tip. 
In Prince Edward Island, 
where most land is cleared, 
there normally is a rash of 
grass fires during the spring 
and thiy year was no ex- 
ception. However, acreage 
burned was minimal and 
took place in blueberry 
barrens and dried-out 
grasslands. 
An 800-acre area burned in 
two fires in the province in 
1976 was the largest in 
P.E.I.'s history. 
• Unusually heavy rainfall 
substantially reduced the 
FORESTS SAID 
IN TROUBLE 
VANCOUVER (CP) ~sesrch is needed and to 
Canada's forests and forest establish an agency to 
industries are in trouble coordinate all federal 
because of dwindling sup. departments involved in 
plies and rising costs of forestrymatters,heeaidata 
wood, says federal En- rows conference Saturday. 
vironment Minister John The federal forestry 
Fraser. service in the environment 
And the amount being mSnlstry has been sliding 
spent on research and backwards for several 
• ad o -development in the ysars, heesid, 
ministration nf forests is "Our research capacity is 
inadequate, he says, half what it was seven or 
The purpeee of a new eight years ago and yet~ 
forest policy he will soon across the country, 
present to cabinet is to generally we are not 
ide~Ufy where forestry replacingtbeannualeut." 
number of forest fires in New 
• Brunswick, where 161 fpres 
consumed 155 acres of forest 
between July I and Sept. 21. 
During the same period last 
year, 476 fires burned 1,990 
acres. 
Forest protection officials 
expect about 400 fires to 
destroy about 3,459 acres 
during the fire season which 
runs from April to the end of 
October. Last year, there 
were 84e fires that burned a 
total of 6,403 acres. 
Statistics on forest fires in 
Newfoundland were unavail. 
able. 
"Forest fires caused Dy 
man and lightning occured 
more often and burned more 
acreage in Western Canada 
and Ontario thps year than in 
1978. 
However, awet summer in 
the Maritimes and Quebec 
prevented fires from con- 
suming as much forest here 
as they did last year.  
British Columbia's fire 
season, not yet ended, was 
the second.worst innumbers 
since the B.C. Forint Service 
was establishml In 1919. 
There have bees I,M0 fires 
so far this year, vompared 
with 2,232 last year, 
The B,C. government has 
committed more than {117 
million to fight the fires, 
most caused by lightning, 
and the service is attempting 
to get a $300,000 lightning 
locator system established 
using 10 computerized 
lightning conductors, 
"Tbe I0 conductors would 
provide us with an instant 
record of every cloud.to- 
ground lightning strike with 
pinpoint accuracy," says 
Don Owen, head of the fire 
protection branch. 
Currently, aircraft are 
sent up after lightning 
storms to dztermine whether 
any fires were started. 
In 1958, the worst year 
recorded in the province, 
there were two million acres 
destroyed by fire. This year, 
50,-000 acres have gone up in 
smoke. 
Owen said the big fear for 
firefighters i  that one day 
B.C. will have a "California 
situation" where fire sweeps 
• through a subdivision. 
"It isn't a good mix, 
houses and people and dry 
forests; especially when you 
have careless people." 
So far this year in Ontario, 
where the forest fire season 
ends Oct. 31, 156,000 acres 
were burned by 1,455 fires -- 
most occurring in the area 
from White River to the 
Manitoba border and north 
to the 54th Parallel. 
Eric Astley, a fire 
management forester with 
Ontario's natural resources 
ministry, said there was a 
higher incident of lightning- 
caused fires .this year, with 
59 per cent caused by man 
nd 41 per cent by lightning. 
Usually, man causes 75 to 
80 per cent of the fires, 
Astley said, 
The majority of fires tool, 
place during a three-to four- 
week dry spell in Northern 
Ontario during the early 
summer, As,lay said last 
year'y 940 forest fire~ burned 
considerably less arreage 
than this year year because 
of frequent rain lntervah 
BY GREG MIDDLETON 
One of the many things going on in Terrace over the 
weekend was the Northwest Native Indian Festival. 
Unfortunately, not too many people knew about it. 
The festival is an annual event here in Terrace, 
sponsored by the Kermode Friendship Centre. 
While Vi Gellenbeck and li~e other organizers of the 
event worked hard to prepare for it'and put it on, they 
wore apparently hamstrung ahout--'advertising it 
because they had trouble getting a firm date from the 
school district for the use of the Caledonia gym- 
msium. ;~,~ . ~ 
That the coaches and teachers i iave prioi'ity for 
school events is only right, That the school board 
hasn't been able to arrange a booking system is un- 
fortunate for the community groups who have to rely 
on such facilities to hold events here. 
The situation highlights the need for a commumty 
facility. 
Native Indians in other parts of the country are 
organizing arts and craft centres and using them as 
the commercial basis to support community facilities. 
With the movement toward recovering native ar- 
tifacts and displaying them in the area they originated 
from, perhaps this is something we can look to in the 
future here. It would give us a museum too. 
With the incentive city council seems to be giving to 
the Kermode Friendship Centre, hitting them with a 
tax bill, they might well look to something of this 
nature. 
You can be sure that the native leaders took note of 
the lack of respect shown by the city fathers to the 
Indian community. No one from city council showed 
up at the festival. 
It had been hoped that NDP leader, Dave Barrett 
toi let make an appearance. He was, however, 
delayed on his trip down from New Aiyansh, where be 
was meeting with the Nishga. 
Frank Howard was in town though. He didn't show 
up. That neither a delegate from city council nor the 
MLA felt an appearance wee necessary can only be 
seen as a snub. 
Perhaps city council members don't think they need 
a native vote. It would be interesting to hear how 
Frank Howard feels on the ouestion, 
I 
By STAN PEI~KY 
Cyril Shelford's all steamed up. 
The former MLA's letter to the Daily Herald last 
his efforts to tun  .the Sk.o..glundaHOt~ week, detailing @ 
springs into a community and tom'lst lacluty, w t 
just hot air however. 
Although Cyril was also letting off steam at 
latecomors tothe project (personally I've.no hjec!iun 
to these who jump on the bandwagon.as long as .m.ey 
get the wagon to its destination) ana possimy 
forgetting that one or two other people have been 
involved over the years, his point is clear enough. 
Both the "brutal" Socreds and the "sensitive" NDP 
have been indifferent o an opportunity that would 
genuinely serve the area. 
And iso't it typical of Shelford to be absolutely 
honest about he fact that his own party turned down 
the HoteprinP proposal mere than once? The veteran 
politician's refreshing refusal to cover up is. one of 
the reasons/hat he probably has as many admirers 
among NDPers as he does among the free enterprise 
crowd. In fact, the election of Frank Howard in 
Skeena last May was more a vote by the majority Of 
people here for social democracy and. agaInst the 
directionless Bennett government than a vote against 
Shelford personally. Ironically, his support among 
Socreds more likely .represented diehard efforts to 
keep the NDP out than endorsement of ~elford's own 
often4rank criticisms of his government. 
What I can't figure out is why Cyril Shelford,s 
talentsaren'tbeing made use of by the government. I 
realize that currently there's a lot of talk about 
political patronage going around, given the Torles' 
headlong ;lunge into the porkbarrel of jobs and 
favours. But there's a di fermce between patronage 
and proper public appointments. Surely no one would 
accuse Bill Bennett of politics for finding something 
meaningful for his former agriculture minister to do 
in the public service. And surely there's a government 
agency or ccmmissim which would be considerably 
better off with the acquisitiun of Mr. Shelford's blunt 
honesty. 
If Shelford is justifiably steamed up, Tory External 
Affairs Minister Flora MacDonald is merely full of hot 
air. 
I cringe whenever we Canadians take it upon our- 
selves to lecture the world. But last week there was 
Flora, urging the United Nations to pay attention to 
human fights. 
Frankly, I think Flora ought to save these fine 
sentiments for home consumption. Then, after we did 
something about he human rights of Canadian ative 
people, taught ore' children to respect he rights, of 
East Indians, Jamaicans and others, and got our 
famous RCMP to stop trampling on civil liberties, we 
could go out and spread the word to the rest of the 
world, 
Ironically, while Flora was putting Canada in the 
forefront of the human rights fight at the UN, that 
very day Finance Minister John Crosbie was in Malta 
expressing Canada's oppoaltl.an to an appeal by poor 
countries for more aid from rich states of the In: 
ternational Monetary Fund. Apparently it's all right if 
they starve to death, as long as they're guaranteed the 
fight to cast a democratic ballot while doing so. 
If ,bore have to be human rights lectures, I'd prefer 
to hear them from the Pope (he's at the UN later this 
week). 
Meanwhile, back in the real world last week: 
Seagram and Sons, the whiskey peddlars, pleaded 
guilty to bribery and agreed to pay {111.5 million in 
• fines; MacMillan Blnedel offered to pay $8,4 million 
for its part in an 18-year price-fixing ~0n game in the 
corrugated container business; the World Bank an- 
neunced that the gap betweenrich and poor countries 
is not narrowing at all; the U.S. is planning to end,the 
year with a 13 per cent inflation rate; and last but not 
least, Ottawa announced that food prices have risen 
14.4 per cent since September, 1978 and it now costs 
161.49 to feed a family of four for a week. 
ATRILL THINKS 
By THOMAS ATRILL 
"It cost me a year's wages, but it is the best 
available," said my friend about this new sound 
system. 
Invited to his place to hear it, I could hardly wait to  
witness the clarity and reality that he described. If I 
remember  correct ly,  his sound centre was 
quadrophonic, ultrasonic, supersonic, realistic, and 
expensive. Be had 'surround sound ' ,  corrected sound 
and hyper-sound. "Even better than the concert 
hall," he said. 
I had a few Mozarts and Tchalkovskys and a couple 
of popular western albums thatl  would have liked to 
hear, but I remembered the other music nuts who 
wouldn't play anyone else's redords, and I assumed 
that he would doubtless hove a record library of his 
own, So I left all my old and scTatched records at 
home. 
At his place, I was led into a music room which was 
acoustically designed, with special wall materials and 
sound deadeners on the ceiling. One wall was taken up 
with shelves of long play albums, a thousand or more, 
I guessed, and another wall aeeomodated his array of 
sound system components. A mUsic lover's heaven, I 
thought. 
on a turntable and we sat beck to listen. 
"Ooommp, Ooommp, Yaa, Yaa, Yea, Boom Crash 
Ugg". 
What is that?" I asked in "amazement. 
"The H1thy Shames In Concert. Maybe you would 
llke something older. Let me play an oldie from the 
gxties." 
Seeing me visibly squirm at the Beaties, he removed 
them and asked me to select an' album from his 
shelves. The Who, Kiss, Foreigner, Led Zeppelin, 
Etc., etc., ad Nauseum "No. thank vo- " v , ,h l , ,d  
I am late for a very im rtant s oi " PO pp ntment. And I 
left. 
I felt very sorry for him and for others who have 
~ erything: to enjoy good music, Modern technology 
s given them a fabulous means of listening to. the 
best music of this and any age; tn living sound. 
And most of those sound systems are prostituted and 
forced to play the musical garbage that is so popular 
tod av. 
I " 
Canadian 
musician 
comments  
TORONTO (CP) - After 
struggling for seven years to 
reach the top of the Canadian 
rock scene, Kim Mitchell of 
the group Max Webster ian't 
so s~e he likes the view. 
True, he wanted the in- 
ternatlonal acclaim that 
accompanies mccesa nd he 
is pleased that the band's 
latest album, Million 
Vacations, has gone 
platinum. But he says the 
pressures of daily dealings 
with record company 
¢~eculives are affecting his 
creativity. 
Mitchell says tl~e comtant 
requests for more com- 
mercial music, combined 
with the executives' attitude 
toward musicians and the 
politics involved in just 
existing on the music scene, 
are taking their tol l .  ' 
In a recent interview at his 
Toronto home, Mitchell said 
he can no longer write muste 
because so many people in 
the industry are telling him 
what to write.. 
"As a writer, I've always 
just written. But as the band 
~ets bigger, all these record 
company people start 
demanding the kind of tunes 
they want. 
"And that's shutting me 
down as a writer. That's 
By MADELAINE DROHAN the money and the teur plans 
'fell through. 
Linda Emmerson, a 
spokesman for Anthem, says 
the multinational company 
was waiting for the band to 
release another album 
before scheduling another 
tour. Scoot Erwin, a 
spokesman for Capitol in 
Toronto, would not comment 
on the tour plans or why 
Capitol would want to wait 
when the band's most recent. 
album was &ing well. 
The tousle politics in. 
~olved make .~lo sense, to 
Mitchell 
"If' we bombed, I would 
understand. If we just went 
' over thereand blew it, they'd 
say forget it, and I would 
understand But we were 
~)ing over to headline our 
first tour and we've sold 
three times as many albums 
as Rush did when they went 
over ,  
• "Theoddswerean good for 
us to finally break out of 
Canada and not be so 
regional. And Capitol just 
said nn." 
Ray Daniels, co-owner of 
SRO Productions Inc. and 
the man behind Max Web. 
ster's and Rnsh's success, 
says that despite vidence to 
the contrary, Capitol is in- 
terested in Max Webster. 
shutting down my creativity. "Capitol have just picked 
I'H get through it, it's just qP the optian for two more 
that they are all around me albums. Max has a lucrative 
saying: 'You've got to write deal with them. Capitol 
this kind of tune or you'll probably'feel they have 
never be able to record already made their com- 
~ain. ' ."  mitment by financing the 
Mitchell says the record first tour with Rush." 
company wants cordmereial Daniels says the English 
rock tunes that Will he" tour is stalled because the 
grabbed immediately by the British arm of Capitol won't 
radio stationsi't0nes that ~h'e, ~t  up the .m~mey it would 
aays "you can hear dnce anti take ,to keep the'band on 
whistle to.'~. ,'.,q o: :- . . i , , : l~r, . : , ,  ; . : . . . . 
But he is more interested The amount,. [n.y, olved" i s .  
in wriUng more~eoz~nplex.,~5,0O0; and.tfiat'does "not 
plecea that touch on rock, include a promotion budget, 
dasaieal and jazz music, whiehwouldbe$30,000more, 
Now when he sits down to he said. Record companies 
write he doesn't know what usually put up the money in 
to do, he said. And for a the belief that a successful 
writer, that's bad news. tour will lead to greater 
Mitchell said the can- album ° sales. 
collatloa of a proposed Despite the band's 
English tour this fall was a disappointment, Mitchell 
perfect example of the in- says the cancelled tour is 
dustry's callous attitude, mlyatemporary setback, as 
'l'netourwas scheduled~fifter is his current writer's block. 
Max Wel~dilr '~t "d  .~o'dd He'"sai~l SRO~"tb~'~band~ "" 
Europa as the frent ac{f0r dd~l 'solVe ~ii~, to 'get t~  
Canadian heavy-rock band back to Europe. 
masters Ruch earlier this In the meantime, the band 
y~ar. recently recorded a live 
"We went over there and album at several concerts in 
did groat, So good that we Ontsriowtichisheingmixed 
go, asked back. They flipped and produced at a Toronto 
out. All the interviews were studio. 
t~e~her, everything flowed. Plans for a fifth studio 
"By the end of the English album are also in the works 
tour they the promoters had as are several No~,~ 
peneilled in our own tedr..to American tours. - ' .  
some bacR' in~O~o3~P? ~'~~i~' 1*jt~'t~a'~t- to: dflikt ;~o~ 
But Capitol U.S., of which albums," says Mitchell. 
the band's label Anthem. is "And I wan, Max tokeep its 
an affiliate, refused to put up identity." 
His name is 
his problem 
TORONTO (CP) -- Rudy 
is a man of letters -- perhaps 
too many of them• 
But because Rudy's family 
name is a mite longer than 
most surnames, he feels he is 
being victimized. 
Rudy Van Oldenbarneveld 
gemaamd Tullingh says Bell 
Telephone has refused to list 
the name in its directory 
unless the family pays an 
extra fee. 
"It's ridiculous," he 'says. 
" I t 's  almost like dis- 
crimination." 
So far, Ma Bell has refused 
to budge beyond Van Old- 
enbarneveld. 
Rudy's family traces its 
ancestory ba(:k to Dutch 
nobleman Johan Olden- 
barneveld, who World Book 
Encyclopedia describes ds 
"one of the great statesmen 
of the age," 
The nobleman, because of 
his liberal views, eventually 
was beheaded in a dispute 
with the House of Orange, 
ancestors of the present 
royal family in the 
Netherlands. 
So disgraced were the re- 
n,aining members of Johan'~s 
family that they took :their 
mother's name•-- gemaamd 
Tullingh. .., :,: . . . . .  
Years later, the two names 
were merged, resulting in 
the present conflict between 
a Dutch-Canadian family in 
Toronto and the country's 
largest elephone utility. 
DAVE MARONEY 
.I 
Yellowhead 
highway 
the theme 
of the meet 
By ED YUDIN 
Herald Staff Writer 
The Yel lowhead-Route to Resources: will be 
the theme of the eleventh annual Yellowhead 
lnterprovincial Highway Association convention 
dated to take place in Terrace on Nov. 2 and 3. 
Over 100 representatives from municipalities 
stretching from Winnipeg to Prince Rupert will 
attend the proceedings in the Terrace Hotel.The 
convention takes on added signifigance this year 
with new pressure being applied to both 
,,, provincial and,federal govermnenta o fund the. 
l~ghway. Pressure is especially being applied on 
Ottawa, according to Tom Sbandrow, the 
association's executive director. 
For many, many  years we've been "trying to 
get the Ottawa fovernment to do for us up here 
what they did for people to our south," he said. 
"The.y've financed the Tram Canad a highway to 
the tune of 58 per cent. We're putting pressure on 
Ottawa that this is another national highway and 
therefore deserves some kind of federal sup- 
pert." 
While Shandrow says the Yellowhead is 
"waiting for its first dollar" from Ottawa, the 
highway is financed by the municipalities along 
its route. Each municipality pays a share ac- 
cording to its gross revenues. 
Certain projects such as the upgrading of the 
Terrace to Prince Rupert stretch requires 
funding beyond the means of the association. 
Terrace Mayor Dave Maroney is the im- 
mediate past president of the association, and 
supports the drive for feder.al funding. 
"It's someting we've been pressing for from 
day one, t O get the federal money pumped into 
the Yellowhead Highway,"Maroney says. "We 
would be very happy if we got even 50 per cent." 
The Yellowhead is the key east-west corridor 
mute in the north.according to Maroney and 
~androw. They see the developmmt of the 
highway as essential for the continued growth of 
northern resource industries. 
"We're very much concerned about getting the 
Terrace to Prince Rupert stretch in shape as fast 
as possible, particularly in light of the potential 
of Prince Rupert as a deep ocean port and ter- 
minus of the highway," Shandrow explained. 
Shandrow sees great possibilities for the future 
of the highway especially in light of the role 
Highway 37 could play in linking the Yellowhead 
with the Alaska highway. 
The provinces have been showing an interest 
in the Yellowhead highway and last week the 
four western transport ministers issued a 
statement endorsing the concept of federal 
funding. Prime Minister Joe Clark recently 
indicated renewed federal interest in the 
Yellowhead. 
"We're quite encouraged by the attitude of the 
' ' ' h  present government after years of trying, e 
mid."We kfiow already that Transport Canada 
has sent a task force into the west here, to gather 
information on the needs of the Yellowhead." 
The convention .will concentrate on ways to 
upgrade the highway. Additional safety features, 
the possibility of widening the shoulders of the 
mad, adding more lanes oa the slopes, and 
making provisions for more truck stops are some 
of the ideas to be discussed. 
The convention, which will attract many 
municipal leaders is certain to he an asset for 
Terrace. 
"This helps put Terrace on the map," Maroney 
commented."Most of the people caning have 
probably never been to this part of the country. 
Certainly a lot of the ones I know are really 
looking forward to coming here." 
Maroney was a key factor in landing the 
convention for Terrace. , . , .  
4, 
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1st Annual 
SALMON FISHING 
DERBY 
"GRAND PRIZE 
=DRAW 
• . ?  '1 
T 5 t h  LIGHT SIDE 
CARSON cl;rY, Nev. (AP) 1918. She made it to the finals 
-- It was a trilling day for by peppingup ller act with a 
Carson Citywhen more than wicked shimmy and plenty o 
forty whistlers blew into of snappy patter. 
town for theoIWorld's Second 
Wh stlz-Off, And then there were the 
International Gibbinski Gorillas, members 
6h6 of two days of o! a local baseball team, who 
pre l imtna  a railway this seasoni "We just wanted 
Thoreson, " to get to wear our shirts 
brakeman from Calgary, 
emerged Grand Champion again," said a team mere- 
and was presented with an ber. 
Winners of Rod 'n Reel for largest Five-year-old Mike }latch, 
was given a special award 
for sheer chutzpah. With 
coaxing from his father, the 
Carson City tyke blew a 
short version of Row, Row, 
Row Your Boat, and scurried 
offstage. 
Perhaps the most popular 
contestant was Lillian 
Williams, an 87.year-old 
music teacher from 
Clarksville, Ark., who said 
she'd been whistling since 
ItOOSTLN(; b'L'(; A It 
AREA 
SUVA, Fiji rCP) -- The 
ministry of agriculture is 
planning to reclaim more 
than 1,000 acres of land in the 
next Jew years through a 
major drainage and 
irrigation program m this 
South Pacific island. The 
reclaimed land will be used 
to boost Ftji's ..~ugar 
production. " ...... " 
Spring & Cohoe will be announced along 
with winner of trip to LAS VEGAS 
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! ~ h l  I~icm Effedlve Octobar 1.7 in Tl ' race Reserve the Right Limit Quantities 
as in 
II Quantities Only 
Turks 
t 
Replar Brands 
Frozen 
$ 
13-22 lb. A 
Grade lb. 
Replar Brands 
($2.84 kg) 
Grade A Frozen. 
6lb.. 13 Ib ................  1.09 
Standing 
Rib Roast s2 39 
Beef. Bone In. Grade .... A . , .  kg) 
Tomato Juice 
 own.ou. 59  ° 48 fl. oz. (1.36 Lifre) Tin ....... 
Brussels Sprouts 
Bel.air 9~bo'  0 ;  159  
Frozen ............. 6 Packaoe 
Medium Eggs 
Lucerne  A ,95  
Canada Grade .  . . . .  .Do 
Soft Drinks 
Cragmonf  2 7 9  ° As .~ l  F lavours  
750 mL P, oft le 
(Plus Deposit) . . . . . . . . . . .  for 
Lucerne. Deluxe 
Assorted Flavours 
Ice Cream 
29 
Fruit Cocktail 
14 fl. oz. 1398 mL) Tins ........ 
Brussels Sprouts 
B.C. Grown 
H0. 2 Grade 
(1.07 kg) 
SaladDressinl[$. 
............. ] 5 9 
Bananas 4SlOO 
From Ecuador. (55c kg) I . 
li 
I 
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l VANCOUVER I l l ' ,  
Teamster Uniun chief Ed [,a'.,,'~,r)n (tl'ferr,d ,~) drop 
Lawson tried to ,'+,ep . ;I t'urtdll, ehal',~,,~ !)t'ot~gi|t 
said mr,,,,,,+ ,, ++ +, ,+,  , . , , , , , , .  ,, F . - .  un,,n's o,d ~,,~,',, ,,, ,i.. ,,:.o,,,,, ,,e~,. t,+ ta,,. ~+a~e 
W$ 0 / I ;  . . I .~t l  payroll irl return Ira" a deal el AI ~ledIey, the man Via- 
with a rival, the B.C, hovle had Ioppled as making deals SupremeMonday. Court ,,.s ,old 2J:J.secretarytreasurer')f L,,eal 
Jack Vlahovie. v.'tm par. ' The wil,ness .sa~d he 
ports to lead the uniun's rejeetedLawson'ssuggested' for friends "new guard", saidi.awson, trade-off, ',,'hieh ealled for 
a member of l,he ('anadian Medley to be appointed as a 
Senate, heads an old.guard t, nion business agent 
t faction that is continuing to responsible for chasing 
resist change in the union, coml)anies delinquent in 
Vlahovte allegecl lh:H their health and welfare MloUld be de+iiu'ed null  alltl l.hall.llfflllSlil , +,t +,i,~ ~ll i l l ; l  
pavlnenLs 
~'lahnv~e was lestifying 
before,Just eeJ, (, Gt)L'(I t 
a trial in which he is seeking 
to overturn the findings of a 
union trial panel which 
removed him in 1977 from his 
office as secretary- 
treasurer. 
The Vlahovie affair, which 
raged throughout J977 and 
smouldered during 19711. 
almost caused a province. 
wide teamsters strike. 
The esseee of his ease is 
that the panel's findings 
void b(+eatls~, Of hias, lit, a.~ -
thP p~.Hl~'l ( id not have th,, 
independence of ]rLilld 
llet,l,s.Hary to el lS lU 'e  con- 
rid(,nce in It'S findings. 
I+awson sat listening al the 
hack of the t-ourt as lawyur 
I larry Runkin,. aeting for 
Vlahovle, look his client 
through a detaihPd ae(,otlnt ()f 
the events which led to his 
rumtwal from office. 
Vlahovte fold the eourl, the 
union Irial panel, under lhe 
I r ' " I r t | . , r  t~dq+'l •~,\ lJP.,lllt, hl l l l l , l  
t;~.. ~llllt~,. I+t Itlil k IIi~ 
lllh~tll horiz(,d t", : l , 'nl i l l t l rc' .  
()[ ahustn~ fell+)w lilr.,llttmr.'.; 
aod of fail,i,lg Io h)lh)+v 
direelives. 
The xvttne.~ said Il ia pan(,l 
ordered him remov,+d Iroln 
off let,, m~pt)~ed a Illelm., 
ban against him holdin~ 
ofliee.and fined him $26,000, 
l,le said an inlt,rnali+mal 
,eonvenli(m subsequently 
reduced lhe fine to $.1,I)II(I ~n£1 
lifted lhe |ifelime ban. 
\l;lhl¢,.'IL ~ald l,,c-.'d 213; :, 
V, IUI aboot 9,ll~lll ITl*'mi,~*:rs, i  ' ~ , 
the.' largesl nf lhe four 
Tcalltster Im'als m H,C l le-  ~ '~ 
said total rnemhership in the 
province is abmll 21,000, .- .. 
Lav,'stm i,~ lhe principal ~.~ 
Canadian elf leer, ri', 
lie :;aid Lawson is an ,],;~ 
eh,c'led trustee of Local 213, 
p=,.,,ident and prineip.a.I .L  
officer .f tile joint council, :'" ' l  
dir(+ctor and principal officer 
nf the ('ana/lian conlerence '+:' 
and nmth vice.president nf ,~: 
t h e I n t e r n a t i o n a I '.~~ 
Brotherhood of Team,~ters. 
:•iF:!.'. 
Q 
°u'+ +<,,,~.,It blll'al SpeCS E ch 
price ~ 
~~.:.:,~'....,il I I i 
+ ::,. { . .  +i++;+.,+, 
.#  "-~,. " - , , , . .~  Best bcJ 
Glad" Garden 
Bags -  5'S 
ApptOx ~,~ze30 ~,.,'+B 
lot (jatden rtli,te~, 
' :~, mart Sale pricer 
+ ¢, ( "  
. "'"--..i 
prestone  fi 
4 L Coo|ant 
Ftght~ stlmmt~t 
w ~tel (,at ptol) 
~( jms  tl%~ (,A)I tO 
s~ON 
K mart 
i Sale price 
131 Each 
1 
+ 
C. G.E. del u xe 14.9-cubic It:..Prbst~,: 
Infinite Heat Free Fully Equipped . Dual-Action deluxe 
Control Range C.G.E. Refrigerator 
Ai J~t  ' fL , l ! ' ,  , ' ,+ ' f l  h t l l l ! r  ~r , * , t l  l , t lh t  ~l l i ( J  11 I , I ;  II h l .~, t :  h~, ~ I ' , * '  t,, r t+ i ~ H , , .  +' 
,~,,llti+ ,~, , I :  ~ii Ill~ l h l f i lH  I t , l l l l |V  , l l ) l~l ,  d t l ( l  + t r l ' l ' , '++t  J~ , l l11 ' " l , r l |~ i * l+ , '  I , , , . I t ' , ; r ,  l l+, ;  
' q i t i+ ' t  ~,t t~ ~, , ,  ! ,~,"~:+'tt!  l , '~ ' l ; : i l t  , i t ' l l  r,l~ I' l i t , I ]  +', ! l ;  ~' * i '  ,,I +' *t , l  • , ' I] " ~ ,'+' ' 
:')' +* t : i+ '  !+,s ,%'"  *' , I  (:if+,'+ : I f i ( l  ;h i t+ ',, , I  t +IrhJ I , h l 'P  r t '+ ' , I t  '.~ ' t,;+ ! '  I,+,~ + , 
i , ,  , ]~ .+* , i ,+  ` + , , ,p . .  , , I t f l~* , ' ' ,~+ ' l ] (~L l f  l t t i  + [ ,1 '+51,  I ' : ] t ~ 1, " l  I ' +~'t~l r  I '  1+ , , ' 
K mart Regular List Price 569.94 
K marlSpec=al Price. 
K mart Regular List pace 409.94 
K mart Specml Price 
44 564"  
Each  Each  
• , ~ : ..~, !~  
! 
All Otil dp[)h+lP, r *+t+ % 
;tit: ful ly CJl=dt ~-tnh "rtt ~ , , .  
,+hop at K mart ' 
...' t bu\,;; /#,~wdtm ~.  
C.G.E. R~kP/o~' i "~ tc~ C.G.E 
Automatic Washer 
, , , . t : , r  . . , ,  '. r , i ;  , ,  , i t  b f f : . l t  , , f~.. IDf , r t  h 
+.: , . , : ,  
K mar lRegt la rL i s  Price43994 
K mart Special Pr=ce 
It < ; ! 
/ 
/ 
. .E?~3 ~f",~ !1 ~ ~""." 
FIo' Large Capacity 
Automatic Dryer 
[ ) r l ! , ,~ , ,  : n ! , ,d  ;'~H ~' ,; if" + ! ' r  ! '  ~,+,h', t ,or;~, 
I~( l~  I ' t l l l f :  ' " !  l ! !~ l ' i  ,~' .+'I [ If = f i t ]  IdL+!' 
,~ , lh ' ! ' ,  ' , t , l  +' ,'.=* h ' t~ ' ;~! l%~" l !  +: ! ,1 '+,r  '~r+l  
, ; t ( i f l t l l t i !+ l , l ' l ! l ! ! ,  , A I ' t L , '~! ,  ,h ' , l  
K marl Regular List Price 269,7/ 
K mart Special Pace 
417 'ac] 2541a c, 
,J 
['Hanger or 
ss Hangers  
r i l l !%% h; J l~ 
l(~l Of % Ht 
in a 5(it 
I Re0utal List price 1 57 
E~af~l~ar t special price 
.TV Tray 
• Tab le  Set  
23~1q Ila£.,;~" 
• tal(-~ct ¢#klt ' +It + ~ * 
( (  L|I~¢ ~ %( t ! t !+'  
Tur)ulH+ hd. " " 
i ra ,h% t~l~ +rt, ~ ," 
S.,N+I~'!J ! i t  ,h ' t  
ce 53.$9 
i ec  1=31 p l lC t  it, mart Sp - ' "~ 
~'arthenware 
Oval p la t te r  
, ++.,~ ,, /+ <'+ 
~(~ )tat!+!+ ,,~tt, . ,'t' r l ' 't ' '  
~lff,  } IH l iO+I  iU '  "1"~'" 
¢ aH Rel]Utal List P t¢~e 11.41 
K m~ matt Special price 
99 
/ 
X 
{ 
* ~+ i~! ~i+i !  i: ii'!ii I~ ~!iiiii;ii + i~! I.~ .,-: , .,i~ ~ > ~.~ ,:: 
Thursday 
October 4th 
Only 
Lirnil,ud Quant i t ies  
No rainchecks 
,/ 
/ 
{ 
\,, 
' ~  : ,%,,., 
K mart Pack of 6 
Light Bulbs 
. ; I  ~+t 1111i ,%,st' ! , !  " • 
' , ' , , ,  h+ 
L=n~=t 4 per 
custol'ner 
K mmt Alter 
Sale Pr+t:P ~ 49 
K r l~ i l r t  ,%;llf~ P I t ,  + 
I '  ' 
129 
Park  c)f 
/ /  
p._ t 
Friday 
October 5th 
Only ": : 
Umited  Quant i t ies  
No ta.inchecks 
'Capri' Single Ply 
Toilet Tissue 
'~,'tl+t+, ( )~hk v tqh  i,A 
"'+'4oer 93CI customer K mart Regular 
t. lsl Prme ! og 
K marl [;k 
Spec=al Price + 1 
'One-Day' • • 7 
f • 
Friday 
OctOber 5th 
Only 
L imi ted  ChJalltities 
No ra inchecks 
....... :.--: ~:-" + .~....,,....,...,,;: T:: 
,"~, 
""" ~" k " t  : '~''" 
'~icott' Va lue-Pr i ced  
Paper Towels 
~'"d l I ' . P l "  ( ,~r l~ l ' * ,~t l , l ' . ' ; ,+t t l ' , ' , t  'q2  , 
'+"°e*  109 customer  
K marl Sale P.~e P;l<'k ('d ~) 
 Saturday 
October 6th 
Only 
L imfted  Ouanl i l ies  
No ra inchecks 
. L4  
.. +_.'I .+il , . .  
A.B.c. 6L Box - 
Laundry Detergent 
H( ' , I  ~, ¢ '~,H +, + tb t l i l f~  ,h ' f t ' l~ l l * l~t  t tq  
t )V lq~' ( t , l~  ' ~, , i~ ,h* ' l  I i l t l t~N 
'L imit 2 per 
customer 2 2 2  K mart After 
Snle P-ce 2 r,r~ 
K marl Salt. Pt=c+, 
'+ " . , , ' ' : .  ,. - , . ". .% : . .  i . .  " '" ~" ' ' ~ . . '  • . " " 
' '  " ~ ' ~ ~ "" i : '" '1 " ' q L' :" " . . . . . . . . .  " .. The  Hera ld ,  Tuesday,  October  2 ,  1979,  Pllt  Y 
Mexico refuses+ to pa3 U.S. for oil spill 
• i ' ,"... .. " - '" 
California and Arizona in dow~town Mexico,City on Lopez Porttllo said he told L,opez yorttlto sam ne an~ nothing. Those were the damages were deliberately 
Carter discussed a future etcluded ~'om the talks in MEXICO C__~[~"Y_ ( / LP )  - -  the people of Mexico --face 
ClUng U.S. r~fu~t" to pay to face, that if the. U.S. 
Me=leo for the salting of the government did not paY; for 
Me=leali Valley, President damage to the Mexicali 
Jose Lopoz Portlllo . says Valley, Me=ice will not pay 
Me=leo ~.will pay nothing" for damage in the Gulf of 
for l~'dlmage.to the Texas Mexico,', Lope=.PorUIlo said 
coast from therunaway Monday. 
Ixtoe I oil well.in the Gulf of Saline water from• the 
Mexico. ,. " • . Colorado River cnused salt 
"I told the government of beds to form years ago in,the 
.the Unitod States , -  ' and I tell- Mexieoli Valley below the 
borders, making crop lands 
virtually useless. In 1972, 
President Luia' Eeheverria 
during a visit to Washington 
told a joint session of the U.S. 
Congresy the issue was 
"the meet delleale bilateral 
problem" between the two 
reentries. 
Lopes Portlllo spoke to an 
intimated 'ICO,O00 Mexicans 
lie return from the United 
States and Panama. He met 
in Washingtom last week 
with President Carter, ad- 
dressed the UN General 
Assembly and was the key- 
note speaker Monday ut 
ceremonies marking the 
transfer of the Panama 
renal zone to Panan~nian 
mnlz'oL 
Carter: "We do not 
recognize as a right anything 
that is not general. Either it 
applies to everyone or to no 
one . . . .  
"If the right is not 
recognized on the sa]line 
water in the Mexicali Valley, 
I~' what rlBht are we asked 
to recognize it now in the 
Gulf of Mezico?" 
tern~ that we established 
environmental pact binding with Oresident Carter." 
on both nations "on our The U.S. foreign ministry 
common border and the eess denied a report in the New 
that unite and separate York Times that Lopes 
na...to establish general PorUllo and Carter alp'sad 
principles to apply to future their governments would 
situations, never to the dscuzs Mexican payment 
pant.." for damages caused by the 
"l~'or the future, oil well spill. It said 
everything; for the past, "Rferencss to the Imyment of 
Washington. 
AboUt llO mtllton gallons 
of crude has spilled from the 
'xtoe l offshore well in the 
bay of Campeche, 800 
kilometres south of the. 
. Texas borher. The well blew 
out June 3, spewing up 1.25 
million gallons of oil a day. 
• Prices effective 'till 
Saturday, October 6th 
• While quantities last 
a We reserve the right 
to limit quantities. 
A O 
. . . .  . i}1 
. . . . .  
• .{ •• .
+ .......... + i ,, 
, ,.~ :;~: ~ "  ~;~ 
I " " + i Long-Lasting Dark dustrial Men's Reversible Sporty Plaid Work 
Jacket in various Green Parka with Scotchguard+Treated Coveralls with2 Zip-Front Vest or Detachable Hood 
• Zipp Work Shirt and Pants Way Front er Flannel Lined.. Pants Checkered Patterns • P,,~,,~a,,,y and 
Both 50% Fortrel" Polyester/50°o Cot- On the job comfort with elastic waist Nylon vest wdh Polyester flllqu01ted hnlng Look great on the job m this jacket, comfort comblneon K mart After !~:i 
ton. Long sleeve shirt has 2 chest inserts, 16" zipper on each leg. :e]tures with 2 pockets. Cotton drdl pants w=th Domed Iront and cuffs, self collar, th~sparka Shirred Sale Price 22.00 ~i 
)ockets. Pants feature 2side and 2 back detachable hood, 3 front flap I: o¢ ke ;s with Cotton Flannel hning with 2 s=de and 2 Rawh=de tr~m on lront'and back yoke, elashc waist. 24" 
)ockets. Both in navy. spruce, olive. Shirt domed closings, storm ~ ufls. )li ve green back pockets. Vest m red or green. S-XL S-XL ~t'~ blue or brown tones jumbo z~pper down ~$! 
~-XL. Pant 32-44. in S-XL. ' Pants in green 32-42. front, storm cuffs and ! 
• Vest Pants 2 slash pockets, 
K mart Regular List Price 14.44 K mart After Sale Price 36,00 K marl Regular K mart Reqular K mart After Sale Price 29.44 A~adableAppr°x" lengthm men33s ~;!i 
K mart Special Price " K mart Sale Price Lisl Price I1.7S List Price 10.S6 K mart Sale Price s=zes S-M-L-XL. ~:;;~ 
K marl Special Price K marl Special Proce i~i 
save ,  ' ..... 
Long Sleeve :1 ~ ',. 
Men's Cotton ,~ i  ~J~ 
Button front and cuffs, ~ ~.~i 
2 chest pockets. Asst'd 
checks in 15-18. -- ~ 
K mart After -, "~ 
Sale Price ~.33 7 ~.'~ O 
K mart Special Price ~. ~i • 100 ~ Nylon Men's Handy 
6 E~ac~h~ ! *'L;?I --. Work Hose Work Gloves [ a~ Heavy knit rib from Cowhide leather 
t ~ top to toe. Asst'd palm work gloves 
::.,~ solid colours. Fits with cotton droll 
II, ~ii~ + up to size11, back and cuff. 
. • .... XmartAfter Semi lined w~th 
;;~; Sale Price 2.00 Cotton. Elashc [~i i~i~ ~,,,~s,,, P,~., ~a~k 
..... Kmart Regular 
';::~ ~ LIs! Price3.87 
1; ~i5~ K mlr, Special Pr,ce 
'~ i~:~! i~i Comfortable Lace . Step up in comfort 
or Step-In Ladies' with Men's Moccasin 
.... Wedge Walking Shoes Style Suede Casuals 
l ~¢ '- ~~ ''i;~;~ :: , ~ = Soft pliable upperSoutsole., and foam rubber K mart Special P r i ceb i61  Flextblecrepe°hne l 5~pa l  ] [ wedge sole K mort Special Price 
~'. . . . . . . .  Pair 
i 1 
--  "~ Advert ised Merchandise Policy ~. w'~=co~-"~ ='''I 
l L - - M  k k l l h l  I t  l l l i  g • • V I b l l  "~+~ ',' ++,=,+ , .... i~,+,,, ~,,, ~ . . . . . . .  v ...... ,.,,.,,~+.,,,,.a'+t,n~rr, a t* ,  , s / '  , '  . . . . . . . . . .  .+~ 
R P r "  [ ]  H m n l l  R L L  __. .+ .... +.,,.. .................... , I.,,,.,,,,.,,,'++.,!~',",,,','~ ...... *~'"+'""++~"++""*'"~+. '.Z u" "~ 
I _ - "ml l l l~  r -  =L___= I n  11=1 " - - - -  WE+' '  THUR+'  + +"  + . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ' '  '1 ' ''+ " . . . .  ' '+ '1* . . . . .  + ..... . . .  ' ...... ("1' '14)'+1 ' 1%'t '+ . . . . . . . . . .  +'+HIP'~ ":+ 
i V l  ~l~_ i l  I . . . .  i l i a ih l lA~ t^9.30Pm .: ' ,',S,,', ,. . . . .  KmartCanadaL|rn~tea .p,/'j 
l 4"761 LAKELSE AVE. , / l "HH/a , t . ;e"  + • +~ ...... I 
f 
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Terrace lost both 
By DON SCHAFFER Vanier tallied twice for closer than . it 
Herald Staff Writer 
The Terrace Tim- 
bermen's first weekend 
el exhibition play was 
somewhat less than 
successful, as they lost 
two lopsided games, one 
to the Kitimat Win- 
terhawks 9-4, and the 
other to the Prince 
Rupert Kings 6-1. 
The Saturday night 
contest against Kitimat 
was a rough one with the 
Timbermen drawing 
thirty penalties, in- 
cluding four ejection. 
Lance Le goulfe recieved 
an automatic three~ame 
suspension for a match 
misconduct he recieved 
during a fight, but not 
before he scored one of 
the Terrace goals. 
Godfrey and Smeader 
each got two goals for the 
Winterhawks, with 
.~ngles going to DeLiso, 
Track, Schroeder, Rich 
and Degoye. Legouffe, 
Mowat, Dave Sharpe and 
Joe Smoley all acored for 
the Timbermen, who 
outshot the Winterhawks 
17-15 but allowed nine of 
the fiReen shots past. 
Despite the score, 
manager Phil Whelock 
feels that the Timbermen 
played with the Win- 
terhawks for the greater 
part of the game. 
Kitimat exploded for six 
of their nine goals during 
an eight-minute span in 
the second period. 
The game in Rupert 
was equally as 
disasterous for, the 
Terrace team. Cliff 
Flury scored the lone 
Terrace goal, while Mike 
Skeena's 
trip 
pays off  
Booth Junior Secon- 
dary School in Prince 
1~pert hosted a North 
West Zone junior 
volleyball playday 
Saturday, which teams 
from Skeena Junior 
Secondary and Mount 
Elizabeth Secondary 
attended. Thornhill 
Junior took the day off. 
While no information 
from Mount Elizabeth 
was availdble at press 
time, the Skeena teams 
appeared to have enjoyed 
a good deal of success, 
and have improved over 
the week from their last 
outing, which was hosted 
by Skeena and Thornhill 
in the Terrace area. 
Junim" A boy's coach 
the Kings, with singles 
going to Gary Coombs, 
John Vaudry, Gord 
Stephens and newcomer 
Danny Dionne. The 
defending league 
champions had period 
leads of 3-0 and 4-0, but 
Whelnek said that the 
Timbermen missed three 
sure goals during the 
game, while the Kings 
netted a couple of soft 
ones. Whelock felt that if 
the Timbermen had shot 
more accurately, the 
game would have been 
was, 
because the Terrace club 
skated with the Kings for 
most of the day. 
The Timbermen were 
also without three 
regulars, Bill Dew, Lance 
Legouffe(serving the 
first of his three game 
suspension), and Blair 
Britchard, gone to the 
Prairies for a wedding. 
The Timbermen's next 
game is Wednesday night 
at the Terrace arena, 
when they play the CP 
Air Bulldogs in a 
exhibition match. 
Men.s 2-pc. 
Ski Suds 
Woolworth Regular Price 59.95 
Sale Price 
FIL TER DELA Y 
The Dlstdct of Terrace recreation department 
would like to announce that the swimming pool 
renovations have nearly been completed. 
During the pool closure, the district has 
repainted the foyer and change rooms, and has 
installed a swing rope and pool slide. The front 
foyer has also taken on a new look with a new 
carpet and counter display case. The pool is 
pr,~sently being fitted with a Jacuzzi high-rate 
sand filter to maintain clear, dean pool water. 
The pool facility is not yet ready for use, due to 
a delay in the delivery of the new filter. 
However, beginning today the sauna nd weight 
room will be open during the following times: 
Monday to Friday from 8:30 a.m. to 8 p.m., and 
Saturday from I p.m. to 5 p.m. Tee pool opening 
will he announced at a later date. 
Veterans to face 
CINCINNATI (AP)  - -  he's pitching well, there's tell," he said. "Who would 
nobody any better." Playoff veterans Tom 
Seaver and John Candelaria, 
throwing hard after being 
hampered earlier this 
season, will be the starting 
pitchers in tonight's opening 
game of the National League 
championship series. 
Seaver, 16-6, will open for 
Cinelnnati Reds and Can- 
delarta, 14-9, for Pittsburgh 
Pirates. 
.Pittsburgh manager 
Chuck Tanner said Can- 
delaria "is fit, 100 per cent" 
after being bothered with a 
Seaver, out a month with 
back trouble, .came back to 
win 11 straight and now says 
he feels "fine." 
"I've pitched fewer in. 
nings this year than I ever 
have in the big leagues," 
Seaver said. "Being injured 
early in the year cost me 
about five starts." 
Befpre Tanner announced 
late Monday afternoon 'that 
Candelarta would start the 
first game and Jim Bibby, 
12.4, the second, Candelaria 
recurring ache in his side. refused to admit.he would 
"He says he's ready to  get the nod. 
pitch," Tanner said. "When "I know, but I'll never 
department, store 
Sale Dates: October 3 - 9 
) Sizes ~16. Navy only. '~  
> 
j ~ t h  R~ular Prim 32#7" ( 
Hens Vetoir T-Shirt ~ Misses Bunker Jacket 
S, M, L, XL, mE' • ~ l te ,  blue, red. 
tie Two styles, i W • Woolworth Regular Price 39,88 Woolworth Regular Prim 2v.v! ~ 1 Sale Price Sole Price *25 '  ~ ~29 
Misses Corduroy 
you start?" 
Soever, meanwhile, talked 
pensively about his first 
"playoff series and how his 
perspective has changed. 
"Right now, I get more 
enjoyment out of seeing uys 
like Fish (pitching coach Bill 
Fischer) and Humie (pitcher 
Tom Hume) enjoy it than in 
me winning," Seaver said. 
He admitted that the club- 
~tme celebration arm" the 
Reds had clinched the 
Western Division title 
brought back memories of
his first league cham- 
pionship with New York 
Mets. 
Infants KnlthDd 
Pram Suit 
Co-ordioato Pant 
Woolworth Regular Prim 17n0 
Sale Price ,114  
100 percent acry!Ic, .Blue, Pink, 
Yellow, white. 51zl s.lz me, 
Woolworth Reguler Prim 7.9_3 
Sole Prlce •7  
Boys Sport Suits Hons Bross Pants ~ Ladies LoI, SI0'" Shirt ~ Missis C°rdlr°Y ~ 
Assorted Styles. Pleated & .,~sorted colours. Green, blue &beige. Size 3 &3X. 
pattern. Woolworth Regular Price 6.00 ' C0-0rdilate Skirt Woolworth Regular erlce 0.93 
Woolworth Regular Price 16D0 Sole Price 
Woolworth Regular Prim 29.97 Sale Price Sale Price 
,~le Price *~S ~. for S I0  '13  *~ '  
Darryl Craig said that he 
was quite pleased with 
his squad's im- 
provement, and lathough 
they need to develop a bit 
more confidence, they 
played well on Saturday. 
In their first match, the 
Skeena squad put up a 
good fight against the 
power fu l  Mount  
Elizabeth team, going 
Ladies Loll[ SlllVO Blouse ~ Jnior | Hisses T-Skirt ~ -  Boys Sillier Pants 
Snap front in assorted colours. Assorted catguts. Size 4.6X. 
Ld ~ 1 Woolw°rth Regular Price 14Y6 ~ J  S, M, L. Woolworth Regular Prim 8.00 
Woolworth Regular Prim 14~7 ~ s a t e  Price $13 ~.,. Price SY 
Sale Price ,11 
$31 
Boys Snowmobile Suit 
One piece. Navy 8, black with 
sport stripe. 
Woolworth Regular Prim 3797 
Sale Price 
three sets but losing 4-15, 
16-14 and 11-15. Skeena 
drubbed Port Simpson 15- 
6,15-0. and took Nishga in 
straight games as well, 
15-6, 15-10. Then came 
the match against host 
Booth when the Skeena 
team's  conf idence 
deserted them and they 
lost 15-12, 15-5. Junior B 
boys results were 
unavailable at press 
time. 
Hens Bomber Jackets ~ ~  Nameless Jeans 
Short wafffl. Leather look. 
Back & brown ooly. I~1 [~r  ~[wooiworth Regular Prim 15.00 
Woolworth Regular Price 6995 BI ~rAsa le  Price 
5a,. Pr,c. $s9 $a3 
Junior Jacket 
Z~pper down front In red, blue & 
brown. 
Woolworth Regular Prlce 16n7 
Sale Price ,14  
Hens Western Shirt 
~tln look, embroloered 
~oulders. White, Navy, Red. 
Sizes S, M, L. 
Woolworth Regular Prim 24.97 
Sale Price $~O 
Ladies Bootie Slippers•4 
Pink, blue, brown, beige. Size 5.9. 
Woolworth Regular Price 4.99 
5ale Price 
Ladies Acrylic Turtleneck 
Pullover. Sizes S, M, L. A~oded 
mlours 
Woolworth Regular Price 4.50 
Sale Price 
'J,or ,8 
Childrees Unisex Pats 
Cotton & polyester. Navy, Brown 
& bellle. Sims 4.6X, 
Woolworth Regular Prlm 6.00 
Sale Price , y  
Boys PJ's 
~0 permnt polyester, 50 percent 
rotten. Yellow & blue. Sire 4-6X. 
Woolworth Regular Prim 4.97 
Sale Price $4 
In junior A girl's ac- 
tion, Skeena went un- 
defeat~ beth in games 
and in matches. Coach 
JanUs Schaffer said that 
her gifts played very well 
on the day, and showed 
character by coming 
from behind to win a 
couple of the games. 
They began by beating 
Port Simpson decisively, 
15-7,15-3, and then 
overcame the Mount 
Elizabeth squad who 
dominated  las t  
weekend's Thornhill 
playday, beating them in 
straight games 15-5,15-12. 
Booth gave the Skeena 
girls more problems, but 
still ~.ost two straight ,15- 
13 and 15-14. The last 
match saw Sksena beat 
l~hga 16-14, 15-8. 
The girls junior B team 
also won their three sets, 
beating Booth twice, 15-1, 
15-2 and 15-0, 15-4. They 
ilzabeth's B team in three 
games, 5-15, 1510. 1.5-12. 
Hens Leisure Sport Shirt 
Silk look with assorted patterns. 
Navy, brown, black. S, M, L, XL. 
Woolworth Regular Price 16,97 
Sale Price db 
14 
Ladies Slippers 
Pile wedge heel mule. 
Bue, pink, tuna brown. Sims S-9. 
woolworth Regular Prlce 7.97 
Sale Price , i /  
Ladies Turtleneck Pullover ~ Girls PJ' 
assorted 100 percent colt, Assorted 100 percent acrylic In ,61rd i I 
mlours. S, M,L. patterns & colours 31ze 4.6X 
Woolworth Regular Price 6.67 Woolworth Regular Prlm 4.86 
Sale Price Sole Price *4  
Hens Velour T-Shirt 
Solid colourS, beige, brown & 
rmvy. Dlkle Insert, pullover ztyle. 
Woolworth Regular Price 33.95 
5ate Price *29  
Ladies Pile Mules 
Assorted colours. Size S, M, L. 
Woolworth Regular Price 3.49 
Sale Price , s  
Girls Zipper Sweater 
100 percent acrylic 
WOlIe, beige, navy & pink. 
Sizes 4.6X 
W~olworth Regular Price 5.87 
Sale Price ' 5  
Boys Skirts, 
Assorted patterns. 67 percent 
po yestor & 33 percent cotton. ~GX 
woolworth Regular Price 6.76 
Sale Price t~6 
Hens Velour T-Shirt ~ Ladies Housecoats 
Two tone. Green & navy, I ,  | NK~or ted  Cdours. H FJ []  
blue & Ivory, brown & Ivory. [] I I I woolw°rth Regular Prim 11.87 ~'~r41 l 
Woolworth5ale P ice Regular Price,~33.95 i i l ~  5ale Price $10 
Boys Jacket, 
100 percent nylon with pile lining, 
Royal & navy blue, Size 4-6X 
Woolworth Regular Price leo7 
Sale Price t l~r  ~ 
Childrons Sweat Suits 
Blue & red, Size 4-6X 
Woolworth bgular Prim 6.97 
Sale Price ,a 
4647 Lakelse, Terrace 
635-7281 or 635.3410 
Men Wed. Thurs. & Fri. Sat. 
9:30 am • 6:00 pm 9:30 am • 9:00 pm 9:00 am-6 pm 
WE RESERVE THE RIGHT 
TO LIMIT QUANTITIES 
~' , ,  for your I 
shoppi.g . I 
coov o, o o . anada  
A m  
TERRACE-KITIMAT 
• .do i lM  herald 
SECOND SEC TIO1V 
Masks have long been a part of Native Indian 
ceremonies. They are sUHa functional part of the 
culture as well as works of erL This young dancer 
11m Him 14 Tu l i4y ,  October 2, 1979, ~ 9 
participated in the Northwest Native Indian Festival 
here Saturday trod was Just one o( the young pe~le  
who took part In the community affair. 
Native festival 
features dancers 
. 
Amung the dances featured at the Northwest Native 
Indian Festival was thls representation d how one 
group of people got its name from the slaying of this 
hear. 
Music lovers to get theirs 
Music lovers will get the junior. Senior winning Toronto in September. related art forms. The opportunity to hear the 
Gem o/' the crop whet} the 
1980 Provincial Music 
Festival Finals comes to 
Terrace next June. Last 
d~r67 finalists, including 
om the Northwest, ook 
rt in the annual contest to 
tttmine the entries for the 
rational finals in Toronto. 
• The finalists are selected 
from the 21 local festivals 
taking place in B.C. 
beforehand. Jinny Lowrie (f 
Terrace is the provincial 
ires ldmt of the B.C. Music 
Festival Association . She 
rays the 67 finalists are 
selected from over 16 
thousand entries. 
• "The adjudicators from 
the local festivals have to 
I/ek tile wlmcrs to send to 
the provincial finals," she 
~plained. 
"The competition at this 
level is almost prdeeslmal 
mdyouwtllbe s eing a lot of 
contestants inthe finals who 
will be going on 
prTofemlomlly.,, 
here are two levels of 
a)mpetltlon .. smlor and 
oontestanls, which include 
first and second year 
unlversitystudents, aresent 
to the rational finals in 
The competition draws the 
best from the student music 
field as well as entries from 
dance, ballet and other 
tentative dates for the 
festival, which will all 
happen .at the R.E.M. Lee 
Theatre, is June 5,6, and 7. 
NORTHWEST 
COMMUNITY  
CO LL EG E 
GENERAL INTEREST COURSES FOR ADULTS 
PROGRAM START DATE LOCATION 
G.E.D. (Prep. for Grade 12 exams) Oct. 2, 4, 24 7:30 p.m. College, Rm. 21S 
Babysitter Training Full " 
Art Design Workshop Sept. 28 7:00 p.m. College, Rm. 213 
Prlntmoblle Art programs Oct. 22, 26; Nov. 6 College grounds 
Basic Auto Repair Oct. 3 7:30 p.m. College shops 
BookkeePing For Small Busl~ss Oct. 9 7:30 p.m. Caledonia, Rm. 4 
Canadian Citizenship Nov. $ 7:30 p.m. Caledonia, Rm. 1 
French Conversation OCt. 3 7:30 p.m. Caledonia, Rm. 101 
Spanish Conversation OCt. 1 7:30 p.m. Caledonia, Rm. 101 
Power Squadron: Navigation and Safety Oct. 9 7:00 p.m. Caledonia, Rm. I l l  
English Language, Oct. 2 7:30 p.m. Cassia Hall, Rm. 11 
Introductory 
English Language Oct. 2 7:30 I~.m. Caledonia, Rm. 2 
Intermediate 
Photography Full 
Gardening end German ~ cancelled ue to Insufficient 
rag I~tratlon 
IIIII 
For reglstratlm Information call 
IL1$.li511. io¢. I l l  
l [ [ I . . . .  I I ii111 lllllii~llE-r . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  i " 
P.O. Box 220 
ED 
Terrace, B.C. 
October 2, 1979 
To our Customers" 
Dear Customers: close-outG°rd°nof the &~ 'j I The Board of Directors of Anderson.Ltd. 
wish to announce the ,,o_sewares 
Ha--warerd a:'epartments at our Terrace store, and 
andt.o re.open with the finest Applianceline ofd partmentbudget t) in 
the Pacific Northwest. A fine riced 
furnitttre will also be stocked. 
At this time I would like to invite you to the close'°U t 
p'-ceta between October 2and October 13, 1979. 
salewe willt° akebe clearing, our entirebetweeninVentorY25%°f toH°UsewareSam 
and Hardware at discounts . ~,_,- running50%' Ithe way 
sure you will agree, that with mira,on 
I it is today ou will never again be able to buy top quality 
Hardware and Housewares atthese prices. 
5:00 p.m. on October 13, 1979. Please deposit your 
sales lips in the draw box. Sincerely, 
. r  
Page lib The 14lrilM, Ttt~dlly, October 2, 1979 
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The B iglnch 
That blank box above is really a one-inch ad, It's a full column wide and it's 
one inch deep. Ordinarily it would contain a message for our readers and 
wouldn't look quite as lonely as it does on this page. And it is that message that 
changes the little space into the BIG INCH. 
Here is how it works, 
We'll put your message in that'space for $2.88 or less. Then we'll reproduce it 
and distribute it 9,500 times with each issue of the Tuesday DALLY HERALD, 
That is 9,500 inches of space we'll allot for your message. 
So - -  in terms of total column-inches --  your $2.88 is really buying 56t,~ pages 
of newsprint, That's more newsprint than there is in all the pages of this issue 
you're reading, 
But that's not all. "- 
If you were to mail your message through the pest office, it would cost you 
$I,615 just for stamps. The DALLY HERALD does this for you for only $2,88 or 
less. That is the sort of bargain most people only dream about getting. 
And it's what makes that lonely little box into the BIG INCH. 
Call the DALLY HERALD at 635-6357 and let us deliver your message in the 
BIG INCH. It's the most efficient and econ~)mi~al way to let the people of 
Skeena know you have wares or services they.can ~.  
TERRACE-KITIMAT 
635-6357   3212 Kalum St. 
, / 
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How much does labor contribute to the : NDP 
New Democratic Pm'ty more 
than 47 times last year from 
the previous year. but its 
/ 
i 
O'ITAWA CP-The Chadian 
Labor Cogress increased its 
mntribution to the federal 
W ,' 
total donation Was still only 
10,250. 
However: total con- 
,tributlons and affiliation 
d,ea paid to the NDP from 
trade unions in 1978 reached 
$490,359, an increase of about 
M4,500 over 1977. 
The congress, an umbrella 
erganizallon with 2.3 million 
members, donated only $190 
to the NDP In 1977. A 
i mngress spokesman said the 
heftier donation in 1978 
xepresmts he 
• organization's commitment 
to increase its praetival 
support under the leadership 
d Dennis McDermott 
That support was further 
demonsfrated this year when 
the congress initiated an 
! unprecedented parallel 
I campaign lethe NDP for the 
It 
May 22 federal election. " 'Financial sta tements for 
The party's financial the other federal parties 
statements' for 1978, filed 
with the chief electoral of- 
fleer last week, show the 
party received a total 
$4,183,722 in 1978, about $2,6 
million coming from in- 
dividual donations. In 1977, 
the party received $3.525,371, 
with individual contributions 
• accounting for about $3,2 
million, 
The majority of the 67,133 
individual contributors in 
1978 gave the party between 
~100 and $500, although 
several contributions were 
mole, including $1,000 from 
NDP Leader Ed Bmadbent. 
Saskatchewan Premier 
Allan Blake~ey gave $1,300 
md several of his NDP 
mHeagaos similar amounts. 
were filed with the chief 
dectoral officer by the June 
30 deadline. The NDP, 
however, asked for a 90-day 
extension because it was 
h,sy with the May 22 election 
campaign. 
Total contributions to the 
Cl in ics  for mothers  
By ERLEEN COMEAU 
Herald Staff Writer 
The Skeena Health Unit 
has introduced a new. 
program destined for 
young mothers in the 
community, said Mary 
Spoke, the senior nurse at 
the clinic. 
Sept .  20 a post-natal 
clinic was established at 
the health unit and will 
serve as a drop-in centre 
for new mothers and their 
infants, Spoke said. 
Mothers who have 
quest ions regard ing  
in fant  problems can 
spend time with a health 
nurse and be assisted in 
making nutrition and 
general care decisions, 
she said. 
The drop-in classes will 
be held Thursday mor- 
nings at the centre. 
Progressive Conservative however, gained $200,e01 
party were about $5.5 from private eorportations- 
million, compared with a large portion coming from 
about $.5 million for the mnstructioneompanles. 
Liberals. 
The NDP's total ex- SENIORS ANGERED 
• penditures for 1978 HAMILTON-iCP) -- Many 
were:0ntario RFederation senior citizens are angered 
d Labor $22,664, United by the arbitrary designation 
Auto Workers $22,390, of age 65 as an indicator of a 
Canadian Unian of Public person's usefulness, says 
Employees $7,050, Nova Rev. Charles Forsyth of 
Scotia Federation of Labor Hamilton's First United 
12,000 and the Service Chureb. He says seniors one 
Employees International day will refuse to accept 
Union $6,000. mandatory retirement. At 
The NDP also received present, society is not earing 
$6,045 form public cor- enough for its older people 
parationsin 1978, compared but must handle the in- 
with the 1879,669 received by creased numbers of elderly 
the Comervattves and about persons by providing better 
$4 million received by the social services -- par- 
Liberals. ticularly in housing and 
The New Democrats, pensions, Forsyth says. 
I 
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Despite the mere elaborate costumes of some e l  the 
older participants in the Northwest Native Indian 
Festival and the words of wisdom of the elders, this 
youngster was frequently the star of the show and 
made full use of centre stage. 
Plumbing - Heating. Commercial Servicing 
Residential • Industrial. Specializing Gas Fitting 
and Sheet Metal Shop 
Charlie Belanger 
PLUMBING & HEAT ING LTD.  
'Unique Bathroom Boutique' 
4435 LAKELSE AVENUE 
P.O. Box 534 PHONE 635-9319 
TERRACE, B.C, VEG 4B5 OR 635-9320 
Install & Service Gas, Wood & Oil Furances 
EASTSIDE 
GROCER Y & LAUNDROMAT 
OPEN 7 •DAYS A WEEK 
TO Serve You 
WEEKDAYS 8-11 WEEKENDS 9-11 
4438 Lakelse 635-2104 
YOUR FRIENDLY CONVENIENCE STORE 
Terraoo Elootronic Repairs Lid, 
SERVING TERRACE & KITIMAT 
, ,. • ,e~ ' t  . AUTHORIZED 
' d~'~.  SERVICE 
~ o  ' DEPOT . . . .  
~[O~R~ . Phlllps, ~gnavox,  Zenith 
Sanyo, Toshiba 
~on.-Sot. m 9 a,m.. 6 p.m. 
Frlday --  9 a.m. - 9 p.m. 
4623 Lakelse 635-4543 
Yellowhead Hay 
& Grain 
- Complete line of livestock feed and supplement 
- Clean and utility grain 
• Founts and feeders for all livestock 
- Dry dog & cat food 
- Pet travelling cages made to measure 
3315 Clark St. 635-3867 
NO IV OPEN 
ALEX'S BODY SHOP 
in the old McEwan's Shop 
(Across from the Skeins Hotel) 
4513 Gre ig  635-2326 
"k 450 JOHN DEER "k GRADING ~ LAND CLEARING 
WITH 5TH WHEEL ~" BACKFILLING "~ LEVELING 
TERRACE 
PHONE ANYTIME 
DAVE 8< ALLAN 635-3505 
HORTHWEST PIPE 
AND EQUIPMENT LTD. 
PIPE, PLUMBING SUPPLIES, PUMPS, 
HOSES, NUTS AND BOLTS, FENCING, 
WATER SOFTENERS-- AND MORE-- 
5239 Keith Avenue - Nee, B.C. HvcJro 
635-7158 
GLACIER 
L _,~'~ 4418 Legion Avenue 
A .~ '~ Terrace, B.C. 
s# 
S A Complete Glass.and 
A lummum Serwce 
In eontast o the elaborate traditional costumes of 
the dancers, the ,music was the simple beating of a 
drum. Wlgh the chanting in fine Indian dialect of this 
area. the heating of the dram had ~ dignity that sur- 
passed that of a full symphonic orchestra. 
The brontosaurus, one of tit(: I;ir!p:s ( Imo~ttJr: ,  u~,.. 
so long-70 feet--and hmi s,ch a .~mall brain that i: 
deve . loped  art .aux i l i a ry  . . . .  b ra in  in i ts  ta i l .  
FREE 
TERRACE HOTEL GIFT CE~IFICATES 
For these items 
, bear teelh , bear claws 
, wolf teeth , beaver teeth 
, moose or deer antlers (slngleor palr) 
Available at the front desk of the 
TERRACE HOTEL 
Ready Mix Concrete, Sand, Gravel, Top Soil, Drain 
Rock, Patio Blocks, Concrete Gravel, Bags of Cement, 
V~ Yard Concrete Mixer Avalrable for Rent. 
WE DELIVER SATURDAYS 
PHONE 635-3938 
F.J.H. READY MIX 
Construction Ltd. 
Plant Off Krumm Road 
Thornhlll 
;TRReORRD 
RCK YRCHTS 
SAN JUAN : 
m 
21' to 30' :Sai lb0a|s  .... '. 
& Accessorl~s~':, ' :, 
.~.&,. , . , ,  ,. . . ;. 
635-:3OO1 :i~;~,:!; 
Ken Hansen 
: \ F~I~ , - rm,wwamwR- ,^ t''~vE~Yr'"~' ° to  
~ ~  ] ~,,~ o ~ '~ 
I OLD I.AILL~ I~ RD ~'p~ 6006¢ 
CHild EP, 
d ILI, GIF/I% ) I  l ' 
CO-CP .... 
3224 Kalum Street,Terrace 
Natural Foods - -  Books ~ Local Crafts 
ANYONE CAN SHOP AT DELIGHTS... 
ONLY MEMBERS GET DISCOUNTS 
i 
== 
~ ") Smooth Sailing 
/ to the / 
3212 KALUM PHONE 635-6357 
Wayside Groceries 
4711-G Ke i th  Ave .  
':~ . in , '  I ' l ' i , , . Id l )  conn~cnn i , ' ,n ( ' , ,  ~ lo rc  
HOURS: 
W~kdays 7:30 am - 12:30 am 
w~ke.ds 10:00 am - 11:00 pm 
L 
G NOW OPEN A 
R U 
OB&6, C O E R 
R 0 
y 2701 South Kalum St. M 
635-6180 A 
From 6 a.m. p 11 p.m. T 
Cal l  us  a t  635-6357 • 
BILL IARDS & AMUSEMENTS 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
WE ALSO SELL, SERVICE & REPAIR ALL YOUR 
HOME BRUNSWICK PRODUCTS. 
3213 KALUM STREET 
TERRACE. B.C. PHONE b35-2473 
!~ ~*'~ ~-~ VAN'S OONTRAOTING 
F=...r, Ro.ir 
,,,s,o,,,,.,, ,o,, c..,, 
~.~,~ ~st0 ! lied0 Furnnlur0, Rohnushnni ~i~ "  '" " " " " 
~?  ~i~l~iJ~al Building Contracting ~'~,~ : 
2510 Kalum 635-5586 TorraoB 
i 
q & qM nterprises 
/ 
MUSIC FOR ALL OCCASIONS 
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Dad's a Rat- -  
She's the Cat 
By Ab iga i l  Van  Buren  
1979.0)' Cmclgo  Tubune.N.Y .  News Syn~. Inc  
DEAR ABBY: To get right to the point, my dad is having 
an affair. It's not just my imagination. I'm sure of it. 
Dad works nights and Morn works days, and I work five 
days a week. 
When I'm home on my day off, Dad turns the radio on real 
loud, takes the phone into the bathroom, closes the door and 
calls someone. He talks real low during these conversations. 
I put my ear to the door yesterday and heard him say, 
"Don't worry, ltoney, I will tell her, but you've got to give 
me more time." Then he said, "I love you, too. Goodbye." 
Abby, l don't know what to do, I can't stand by and let 
Dad do this to Morn. If she catches him, and finds out that l 
knew all along, she'll hate me for not telling her. But if I tell 
her, Dad could deny it, and I would be the cause of u lot of 
trouble. So, you see, I'm stuck in the middle. Morn has 
always been a faithful, hardworking wife. and I will never 
forgive my father for being such a rat. 
rm not a stupid little kid. I'm 18. Tell me what to do, but 
don't use my right name or mention my town• 
IN THE MII)I)I,E 
DEAR IN: ! realize that what you have learned has 
• Iteavy burden on you, but my advice is to say 
Imtblal. In the meantime, don't judge your father. As the 
French say, "re know everything is to/orgiee everything." 
DEAR ABBY: I wish you would print this so other 
housewives won't get stuck the way I did. 
It began with a telephone call from a lady who said, "Con- 
gratulations! You have just won a free carpet cleaning! 
Don't move any furniture, our men will do everything. We 
will be out at 6 this evening to clean your curpet like 
new-with absolutely no cost or obligation to you." 
Well, at 6o'clock, one man came with a vacuum cleant,," 
and a shampoo attachment. He talked to me for two solid 
hours trying to sell me the vacuum clcaner. I told him 1 
couldn't afford to buy anything, and meanwhile he didn't 
make one move to clean my carpet. I was honw ah)ne, and 
kept telling him I wasn't in the market o BUY anything, but 
he kept right on talking and trying to sell this thing. Abhy, I
finally got rid of him at ELEVEN o'clock, and I didn't get nay 
carpet cleaned. 
1 was so nervous and angry by the time he left I could 
have screamed. Have you any suggestion besides u 7.foot 
watchdog and an unlisted telephone number to prevent such 
practices? 
MRS. K., SAI,'I" I,AKF CITY 
DEAR MRS. K.: Yes. If anyone calls you to "con- 
~!mt uis t~ you onJml~b~. "won" something, say "thank you I ~ ' t  ,w~mt .~)'thing for nothing." And don t let 
ahyone ffi ~ohi" hemewlthout'flrst Checking them out with 
the Better Business Bureau. 
DEAR ABBY: I am engaged to a guy who enjoys I)laying 
. cards, He plays for money-just to make it "interesting." 
"' Pecsonally, I don't care much for cards, but I can phty a fair- 
ly decent game if I have to. 
All of Larry's relatives play cards night :rod day. Th'ey 
think it's terrible that' l don't go crazy over cards the way 
they do. 
' Abby, l!ove this guy, and I have really tried to like cards, 
but there Is no use fooling myself, It:s boring. Besides, some 
of Larry'd "interesting" e v e n ~ . ~ ~ ~  
he carl afford to lose• 
Now I am being told Iby Larry's relativesL "If you intend 
to marry Larry, yea had better learn to like cards." 
Don't misunderstand me. I think it's all right to play once 
in a while. But all weekend, and every night'.' 
LARRY'S GAI, 
, DEAR GAL: You mention Larry's relatives, but how 
does Larry feel •bout]t? Gambling can become an addiction 
as serious ao liquor, tobacco and other undesirable habits. 
'rake • second look ot Larry just to be sure your joker isn't 
too wild. 
Your Individual 
Horoscope 
Frances Drake- - - - -  
ARIES  
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 19)T~' -~ 
Your attitude towards close 
relationships is slowly un- 
dergoing a favorable change, 
though work-related problems 
could get to you. 
TAURUS ~ 
(Apr. 20 to May 20) 
A time to concentrate on 
improving income potential. 
Concern about finances could 
cause problems with others. 
Mind the store. 
OF_,Mn~ !1 ,~ 
(May 21 to June 20) 
Other may not give you the 
attention you crave, Today, 
their needs may take 
precedence over your own. 
Romance is favored. 
C,NC~ ®~ 
(June 21 to July 22) 
Energetic children may 
interfere with your need for 
quiet. Don't lapse into worry if 
by yourself. Use leisure 
moments constructively. 
LEO /1 .-C~ 
(July 23 to AUg, 22) @6~'  
Frenetic social activity 
could bring out the best and 
worst in you. Limit activities 
to those you can handle 
without undue stress. 
v=~o ~ 
(Aug. 23 to Sept. 22) 
Though earning prospects 
look good, you may be unduly 
concerned about status. Be 
content hat the profits keep 
rolling in. 
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22) 
Don't let a few financial 
expenses dim your outlook. 
Your overall plan Is good, 
despite delays or 
aggravations, especially re 
tr~vel-sehool. 
SCORPIO I ~  
(Oct. 23 to Nov, 21) 
Keep  plans under wraps. 
Early exposure may bring 
criticism or skepticism from 
others. Not the time to seek 
financial backing. 
SAGITrARIUS K ,q~ 
(Nov. 22 to Dec, 21) 
A close ally may be under 
tension. A career idea of a 
friend may he lofty but im- 
practical. Don't be so im- 
pressed by somebody's im- 
portance. 
CAPRICORN ~ 
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 19) 
Basic aims re career are 
worthwhile, but today, little 
problems may crop up. You 
may not accomplish as much 
as you'd like to. Pattenee! 
AQUARIUS ~ . ~  
(Jan. 20 to Feb. ]8) 
Mixing business with 
pleasure not recommended. 
Don't take unconcerned 
parties into your confidence. 
Romance is hot and cold. 
PISCES ) ~  
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20) 
Others may not go along 
with a home improvement 
plan. Mollify family members 
who may be anxious or con- 
tenuous. Watch diet in p.m. 
YOU BORN TODAY are at 
home in the world of the arts. 
Acting, writing, andmusic are 
your natural milieu. More 
sure of yourself than the 
typical member of your sign. 
,¢"  ; 
';:, , .  
v 
"i told you not to marry her." 
• " I ¸  I II I I  • I 
CROSSWORD 
;ACROSS 38 Garden 
1 Not barefoot entrances 
5 Persian poet 40 Printer's 
9 Cleopatra's 
nemesis 
12 Wing, in 
Paris 
13 Florida 
county 
14 Recline 
15 New Jersey 
campus 
17 English 
rural festival 
18 Seats in 
a bar 
19 Oper~ voice 
21 After la 
22 Glossy 
55 Feature of 10 Barn- 
. "liRle adjunct 
pitchers" 11 Equal 
measure 56 Flower part 16 Roman 151 .. 
41 Edo, DOWN 20 Slippery 
now I Drains creature 
43 German 2 Trumpeter: 22 Marnet~ of 
playwright Ai -- fiction 
47 1 love (l,.) 3 Medley 29.Villainous 
48 Lisa Halaby 4 Signify look 
in public 5 Pindarie 24 Help! 
life output 25 Finnish port 
51 Under- 6 Table 26 Fictional 
standing protector, ape 
52 Secondhand 7"Fuss 27 IJbrary 
53 Actor "8 French feature 
Andrews income 29 Type of 
54 Siamese 9 Popular sweater 
twin comedian neck 
24 Japanese 
beverage 
27 Ascot 
28 Not taped 
31 Japanese 
sash 
32 Cheer at a 
bullfig~ht 
33 Type of 
profit 
34 Porter 
opus 
36 Deface 
37 Writer 
James 
Avg. solution time: 23 mln. 
IB lU!RIEIM!E IT IA!  n !.N~ 
~VlE IS IE IT IN IS IE IE~ 
NIAIDI t IR IS IO IP IR IO I ' r  
5L IA I  t i kOP  
RETENEI I  MARET 
F IO IR IT IE IN IA IT IE IL  IE 
S IE IT I~ IK IE IY IS IA IY I  5 
Answer to yesterday's puzzle, 
30 Nice season 
35 Jolly 
37 Make --  
39 Woman's 
hat 
40 Sea bird 
41 Capture 
42 Augury 
43 Dorm sight 
44 Winter wear 
45 Sharpen 
46 Vehicle 
49 Neighbor 
of Can. 
50 Poetic word 
By Eugene Sheller 
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CRYPTOQUIP 
IQS  U IS JZ  TWQZJLWT NGJB JZ  I L  
"G IB  L IB ,  US IBL  N IB?"  
Yesterday's Cryptoqulp -- MOST TOTS LOVE REAL 
VANILLA ICE CREAM CONES. 
Today's Cryptoquip clue: U equals B 
The Cryptoqulp is a simple substitution cipher in which each 
letter usedstands for another. If you think that X equals O, it 
will equal O throughout the puzzle. Single letters, short words, 
and words using an apostrophe can give you clues to locating 
velvets. Solution is accomplished by trial and error. 
the AMAZING SPIDERMAN By Stan Lee and John Romita 
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the WIZARD OF ID 
• 
By Brant Parker and Johnny Hart 
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Lottery grants here,. 
and. how they're used 
By DON SCHAFFER 
Herald Staff Writer 
Two elemmtary schools, a
rugby team and a service 
dub in the Terrace Kitimat 
area received grants 
totalling $2,200 this summer 
from the provincial 
~vernment's lottery fund. 
The fund dispersed over $6 
million in funds province. 
wide in the thren-month 
period from April to June. A 
total Of 326 grants were made 
dUring the period, including 
199 grants made by the 
special events fund. 
The Jack Cook School in 
Terrace .mcelved the largest 
local grant, getting $I,000 to 
take stodmts to the special 
Olympics in Prince George. 
Kitimat's Haisla Youth Club 
received $600, the Kitimat 
Rugby Club got $300, and the 
Alexander Elementary 
School in Kltimat' also 
received $200. 
The $200 received by the 
Alexander Elementary 
School went toward the 
eventual $1,700 that its grade 
7 class raised for its trip to 
Ketehikan, Alaska. The trip 
was basically a "cultural 
exchange" to  give the 
students from the school a 
look at the way people live in 
dfferent parts of the area. 
The students caught the 
bus to Terrace, where they 
connected with the train to 
Prince Rupert From there, 
they went by ferry to Ket- 
chil~n, anew experience for 
most of the children, and 
Iravelled by van to Ket. 
ddkan High School. 
The 32 students, with their 
teacher David Maelntyre 
and'another chaperone, Aki 
Graber, were billeted at the 
highschool for a total of five 
days. They to~ed the city, 
went swimmh~g in the ocean 
and met all sorts of new 
people. • 
Msointyre said that the 
trip was a real success. The 
nther $I,400 was raised by 
• the sluder~s by having a ski. 
a-then along with other 
no tivitios. 
The Jack Cook School used 
their $I,000 grant to take 20 
students and 15 adults from 
the Three Rivers Workshop 
to Prince George for the 
Northern Interior Special 
Olympics. 
The group left May 30 and. 
returned June I with the only 
two trophies presented. 
Lahore Outerbridge of the 
Jack Cock School said that 
the {rip was s greet ime for 
all concerned. 
The Kitimat Rugby Club 
took a trip to Prince George 
in early' June to play in a 
tournament. They received 
900 which they put toward 
travelling and hotel ex- 
pemes. John Shaw said that 
the club were runners-up to 
Kamloops, and gained 
valuable experience by 
playing dubs ouisJde the 
immediate' area. 
The llalsls Youth Club in 
Kilamsat Village received 
$600 toward a trip to Eugene, 
Oregon. A group of nine girls 
and the organizer, Varnn 
Grant, the alcohol and drug 
counsellor, went to Eugene md sac what tlm rest of the 
toattend a bashetball usmp. :worm was llke. " 
"We didn't get anywhere "Some of the girls have 
mar what we asked for from mv~r be,,, out of the village 
the government i  the way of bofare the trip," Grunt said. 
agrant," said Grant. "But 
that was a good thing as well, . 'NVe stayed in the University 
Izcbuse the blimest thing d Oregon residences for • 
about he trip waan't that he week (June 23 to June 30), 
md the gtrls reatly enjoyed 
girls went o play basketball, it. We also wanted to show. 
hot that hey learned how to 
corn money and to spend it them ncme of the things that 
productively." ~tting a good education 
The gads raised ~,400 to muldbr~t in~,andl th lnk  
IP with their $600 grant, and they wore really im-~ 
Grant said that another premed." 
worthwhile thing about the Grant said that she was 
trip was that the paresis of wry happy that the group 
rite girls got involved in the p t  the grant, and the 
money.raising activities, nmlly saved them a lot of 
Yet another part of the work in money raiaing. 
etperiecce was that he girls Two elementary schools, a '  
~t  to get out of the village rugby team 
Grace McCarthy here 
an WednesdaY, will take 
• I/aea at 1:~5 p.m. and the 
Skeena Residence opening 
will be followed by a 
mceptlon at the Bavarian 
Inn. 
GRACE McCARTHY 
Grace McCarthy, the 
deputy premier and 
provincial mi.nlster of 
humanq'esources, will be In 
Terrace Wednesday. She will 
be presenting the year of the 
child and Smtly award to a 
number of Terrace citizens 
and service organizations. 
Receiving the awards are 
Pamela Grlmshaw, Charles 
Crown, Trean Crown, Jack 
Cook, .and Mr. and Mrs. 
James Caruso. 
McCarthy will also present 
the award to a represen- 
tative of the Terrace and 
District Christian Council for 
social resources,  
Dan Anundy, the district 
supervisor for human 
resources in Terrace, says 
McCarthy will also attend 
the official opening of the 
Skeena Residence on Spsrks 
Street. 
"The residence has 
facilities for 12 retarded 
ndultL and is the first of its 
kind in Terrace," he said. 
"Five people will be going 
into it early in October, the 
balance when the facility Is 
fully ready." 
The Skeena residence is 
being formed out of two 
former tsacheragea. Anondy 
explained that here is a real 
reed for • the .~acility and 
there will be no problem 
"filling it". 
The awards l~msentations 
Maria Young looks forward to the young visitors 
NE_W 
jus.t.- fo:,r ch il dren 
Maria Young is the July and August Young The ehildrens ection of 
newly  appo in ted  
children's l ibrarian at the 
Terracel~bl ic Library 
and is enthusiastic about 
meeting her clients. 
Young has been em- 
ployed by the library for 
four years and this is her 
first endeavor in this 
capacity with the library. 
Book  se lec t ion ,  
organizing programs and 
preschool story hours will 
be some ot the duties she 
will be performing. 
Getting the chi ldren 
into the l ib rary  and 
fami l iar  with its 
surroundings Will be the 
basis for developing their 
awareness, said Young. 
"I really want to go all 
out on chi ldrens 
ngrams," she said. I 
1 also would like to 
have some arrangements 
Young says  that • 
special program based on 
a halloween theme is in 
the planning stages to be 
held on the same day as 
the official opening of the 
l ibrary ,  somet ime in 
October. 
Along with Young's 
duties at  the l ibrary she 
will also be making 
school visits ,to assist 
elementary children with 
book selection and in any 
area she might be of help 
to them. 
It is also planned that 
two preschool sessions 
per week will be started 
Oct. 10,'she said. Young 
stated these story hours 
will be open for children 
ranging in •gas from 
three to five. 
A new shipment of 
audio books for children 
is on hand and Young is 
optomistie these will be 
greatly appreciated by 
the young people. 
During the months of 
was responsible for the recent ly expanded 
writing and directing a and renovated Terrace 
five-week series of skits library is most appealing 
acted out by children and and certainly any child's 
was very successful, said dream hideaway to curl 
Librarian Ed Cureil. up with a good book. 
ItONG KONG GOAL 
Refugees escape 
by many routes 
HONG KONG CP - This 
guttering British colony on 
the Chineae border is (me end 
of the escape rsute for the 
hundreds of thousands 
refugees who have left or 
been forced from North and 
South Vietnam. 
By boat, sheReredby the 
coast c~ Vietnam and then 
China, they can reach this 
bustling centre of h/gh-rimes 
in three days to three weeks. 
There were 6,678 last year. 
So far this year, there were 
72,780. Ma~, thousands 
more from Vietnam and 
.Cambodia and Laos have 
arrived 'in Malaysia and. 
Thialland. 
And while world pressure 
on Communist Vietoam has 
slowed the flow of refugees, 
more than2,600 arrived here 
in September compared with 
3,247 in Angust, 8,797 in July 
end the peaks of 1%651 and 
18,688 in June and May 
respectively. 
Officials think the 
situation now may be 
roughly in equilibrium, 
about as many departing for 
Canada; the U.S. and other 
countries as arrive. But it is 
a delicate balance. 
Canada shipped out 2,135 
in flights from July 28 to 
Aug. 27 and another 336 in 
September. There are four 
flights in this month, five in 
November and two" in 
December and then the 
targets are 1,200 refugees in 
each of January and 
February and 400 a month 
_ thereafter, 
The total is 50,000 by 1981 
from all sources. Half will 
be government spomored, 
half by Canadian individuals 
,and groups. 
Eighty-two per cent of the 
arrivals are of Chinese 
• origin and 18 per cent 
Vieinameae~ irty.two per 
cent of ahem a~e from South 
and 68 per cent from North 
Vieinam. 
They are distributed here 
in 13 camps. 
The routine is relatively 
simple. New arrivals in 
quarantine for 14 days. Then 
they enter one of the holding 
camps. They await the in- 
terview teams from Canada 
or the U.S., the two most 
ec tire countries. 
The U.S. has taken nearly 
6,000 so far this year to 
Canada's nearly 3,000, 
Britain has taken about 1,300 
and West Germany 900. 
Most arrive relatively 
healthy, say Canadian of- 
flelak. A third or more 
almost immediately find 
work in Hang Keag's in- 
mmerable factories because 
ibis centre has a pecpeteal 
labor shortage thanks to its 
booming economy. 
Thus, when the refugees in 
families or as individuals 
eventually board aircraft for 
mw homes elsewhere, they 
usually carry more 
possessions than they 
arrived with. 
They aren't the ,only 
arrivals here. Hong Kong 
had half e million people in 
1945 and today has 5.5 million 
TONIGHT at 7:30 pm 
in the 
R.E.M. Lee Theatre 
,.." Terrace 
Tonight's Topic 
THE GREATEST SECRET 
YOU'LL EVER DISCOVER 
with a special piano concert 
by the Bowker Brothers 
. . . . . . . . . . .  ' . . . . . . . . . . . . .  m 
e•f fsored  by the Christians of ace and area. 
Everyone ought to come at least 
al(:e. 
il/ 
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: C OM MU:N IT:Y:;i?i 14 i  BUSINESS : 
. =i~ERSONAL;.,, 
CLASSIFIED RATES 
LOCAL ONLY: 
20 words or less $2.00 per In- 
s~rtlon. Over 20 words 5 cents 
per word. 
3 or more consecutive Insertions 
$1.50 per Insertion. 
REFUNDS: 
First Insertion charged for 
whether un or not. 
Absolutely no refunds after ad 
has been set, 
CORRECTIONS: 
M~t be made before second 
Insertion. 
Allowance can be made for only 
one Incorrect ed. 
BO~ NUMBERS: 
75 cents pickup. 
$1.75 moiled. 
CLASSIFIED DISPLAY: 
Rates avollable upon request. 
NATIONAL CLASSIFIED 
RATE: 
22 cents per agate line. 
Minimum charge $5.00 per in. 
sertlon. 
LEGAL - POLITICAL end 
TRANSIENT ADVERTISINg: 
$3.60 per column Inch. 
BUSINESS PERSONALS: 
M.00 per line per month. 
O~ a 4 month baals only. 
DEADLINE 
DISPLAY: 
4:00 p.m. 2 days prior to 
publicatiOn day. 
CLASSIFIED: 
2:00 p.m. on day previous to day 
of publlcetl0n Monday to Friday. 
ALL CLASSIFIED CASH WITH 
ORDER other than 
BUSINESSES WiTH AN 
ESTABLISHED ACCOUNT. 
Service charge of ~.00 on all 
N.S.F. cheques. 
WEDDING DESCRIPTIONS: 
No charge provided news sub- 
miffed within one month, aS.00 
production charge for wedding 
and.or engagement pictures. 
News of weddings (write.ups) 
received one month or mere 
after event S10.00 charge, with or 
without picture. Sublect to 
condensation. Payable in ad- 
vance. 
CLASSIFIED AN- 
NOUNCEMENTS: 
Births 5,50 
Engagements S,50 
Marriages S,50 
Deaths 5.90 
Funerals ~,SO 
Cards of Thanks S.50 
Memorial Notices 5.50 
PHONE 635-6357 
Clsssified Advertising Dept. 
1 
32. 
MOTORCYCLES 
47. HOMES 
FOR RENT 
OVEREATERS 
ANONV~AOUS 
moots Wednesday at 8 p.m 
at St. Matthew's Angilcar 
Church basement. Phone 
635.4427 after 6:30 p.m. 
'PREGNANT?' 
NEED HELP? 
SUBSCRIPTION RATES 
SUBSCRIPTIQN 
RATES 
Effective 
October I, 19/8 
Single Copy 20c 
By Carrier ruth 3.00 
By Carrier year 33.00 
By Mall 3 mth. 15.00 
By Mall 6 mth 25.00 
By Mall year 45.00 
Senlor Citizen year 20.00 
B;'Itish Commonwealth and , 
Unlled States of Amerlca one 
year 55.00 
Box 399, Terrace, B.C, 
V8G 2M9 
HOME DELIVERY 
Terrace & District 
Thornhlll & District 
Phone 635.6351 
Kltlmat & District 
Phone• 632-2747 
The Herald reserves the right 
to classify ads under appropriate 
headings and to set rates 
therefore and to determine page 
location. 
The Herald reserves the right 
to revise, edit, classify or relect 
any advertlssmant and to retain 
any answers directed to the 
Herald Box Reply Service, end to 
repay the customer the sum paid 
for the advertisement and box 
rental. 
. BOX replies on "Hold" in- 
structions not plcked up wlthin 10 
days of explry of an ad. 
vertlsoment will be destroyed 
unless mailing Instructions ere 
recelved. Those enswerlng Box 
Numbers are requested not to 
send originals ot documents to 
avolcl oss. 
All clalms of errors In ad- 
vertlsoments must be received 
by the publlsher wlthln 30 days 
after the first publlcaflon. 
It Is agreed by the advertiser 
requesting .space that the 
lleblllty of the Herald In the 
event of failure to publlsh an 
advertisement or in the event of 
an error appearlng In the ad- 
vertlsoment as publlshed shall 
be ilmited to the 8mount peld by 
the advertiser for only ~le In. 
correct Insertton for the-portion 
of the advertlslng epece occupfed 
by the incorrect or omlffed item 
only, and that there shall be no 
llabillty to any event greater 
than the amount pald for such 
edvertlsthg. 
Advertlssments must comply 
with the Erltlsh Columbia 
Human Rights Act which 
prohibits any advertising that 
discriminates against any 
person because of his race, 
re11oion, sex, color, natlonallty, 
anoestry or place of orlgln, or 
because his oge Is between 44 
and 65 years, unless the condition 
is Justified by a bona fide 
requirement for the work in• 
.volved. 
Do you feel you have a 
drinking problem? There Ib 
help 
Avallablel 
Phone 635.5636 
Alcoholics Anonymous 
MEETINGS: ~ .~ ~.,  ~. j 
Men. "0:30 "p.M.,' t~lt~d 
Church. 
Call Birthright for an Men. 8 p.m. • Alanon . 
alternative to abortion. Skeena Health Unit. 
Phone 632.4602 anytime. Thurs. or Set. 8:30p.m. MIIIs 
Room 233, Nochako Centre. Memorial Hospltah 
Kltlmat A.A. Construction 
Group In Kltlmat: telephone 
632.3713. 
MEETINGS: 
Monday. Step Meetings. 8:30 
p,m. Lutheran Church, 
Wednesdays Closed. 
Mentlngs 8:30 p.m. United 
Church. 
Fridays -Open Meetings 8:30 
p.m. Skenna Health Unit, 
Kltlmat General Hospital. 
AJ.Anon Meetings. Tuesday 
- 8 p.m. United Church. 
Weight Watchers meeting 
held every Tuesday at 7 p.m. 
at the Knox United Church 
Hall, 4907 lazelle Avenue. 
ladles Slim Line Club meets 
Monday evening -- 6:30 p.m. 
--  United Church basement, 
Kltlmat 
WANTED DONATIONS 
The Three Rivers Workshop 
for the Handicapped are 
looking for donations of any 
old, broken or used plecee of 
furniture, also any discarded 
wood products we could use 
for recycling or renovating. 
Call us at 635.2238 between 
8a.m. and 3 p.m. We will try 
to make arrangements for 
pickup. 
Birthright Office 
Alternative to Abortion 
3.4621 Lakelse - 635.3907 
Wednesdsy 1 p.m. • 3 p.m. 
and 4 p.m. • 5 p.m. or phone 
anytime: Lisa 635.3164, 
Carol 635.5136. 
MILLS MEMORIAL 
THRIFT SHOP 
Mills Memorial Hospital 
Auxiliary would appreciate 
any ~natlons of good, clean 
clothing, any household 
Items, toys etc. for their 
Thrift Shop. For pickup 
~rvlce phone 635.5320 or 635. 
5233, or leave Donations at 
the Thrift Shop on lazalle 
Avenue on Saturdays bet- 
w~en 11 a.m. end 3 p.m. 
Thnnk you. 
KERMODE 
BINGO SCHEDULES 1979 
SEPTEMBER: 
Sunday, September 9, 1979. 
I;2,000 Bingo. 
Tuesday, September 18, 1979. 
,Small Bingo. 
Sunday, September 23, 1979. 
$2,000 Blngo. 
For more Information 
phone: 
KERMODE FRIENDSHIP 
SOCIETY 
4451 Grelg Ave. 
Terrace, B.C. 
V0G 1M4 
63,t-4906 
Women's A.A. Meetings - -  
Every Tuesday Night at 7:30 
--4711 L ezelle Ave. 635.5145. 
Rapt Relief 
Abortion Counselling 
& Crisis Line for 
Women 
6~l.4n4m 
INCHES AWAY CLUB 
Meet every Tuesday night at 
0 In the Skeena Health Unit. 
For more Information phone 
63,5.3747 or 635.3023. 
TERRACE 
WOMEN'S ' 
CENTRE 
- a support service 
for women, 
4711 Lizalla Ave. 
behind TIIIIcum Thestra 
635.5145. 
Drop In: 10 am•6 pm Mon.- 
Thurs. 10 am.4 pm Friday. 
We offer a comfortable 
relaxed atmosphere to meet 
and share ideas. Chlldre" 
are welcome. 
EVENING PROGRAMS: 
7:30 pm Tuesdays. Women's 
AA. 1st Wednesday of month 
• Status of Women, 2nd 
Wednesday. Single Parents 
(led by a single father), 3rd 
Wednesday Men & 
Women's Rap, Thursdays. 
Women's Night Out. 
SKEENA HEALTH UNIT 
2-3215 Eby St. 
Terrace, B.C. 
635-6307 
CHILD HEALTH CON- 
FERENCES 
Weekly at Eby St, Every 
Tues. 1:30.3:50 p.m, Phone 
for appointment. 
Held at Thornhlll Elem., 4th 
Tues. of every month from 
1:30 - 3:30 pro. Phone for 
appointment. Babysltters 
who bring children must 
have parents' written con. 
sent for Immunization. 
ADULT IMMUNIZATION 
CLINICS 
Every Men. and Wed. from 3 
.4:10 p.m. By appointment 
only. 
PRE-NATAL CLASSES 
Held throughout he year for 
expectant parents. Phone 
Health Unit for details and 
registration. 
PRE.NATAL BREATHING 
and  RELAXAT ION 
EXERCISES 
Held every Men. afternoon 1 
.2 p.m. 
HOME NURSING CARE 
Nursing care in the home for 
those who need it, on referral 
from their family doctor. 
Terrace area only. 
PRE.SCHOOL SCREENING 
CLINICS 
18 months: at Child Health 
Conferences. 6 yrs. once to 
twice monthly. 4V= - 5 yrs. 
(pre-klndergarten): Spring 
blitz. Developmental, vision, 
hearing screening done. 
Please phone for ap. 
polntment. 
VD ' CLINIC 
Phone for appolntment. 
Treatment available, 
SANITATION 
Publlc health Inspectors can 
assist with sanitation 
problems, such as food 
polsonlngs and complaints, 
sewage disposal, private 
water supplies and 
nuisances. 
SPEECH and HEARING 
CLINIC 
(Held at 4612 Grelg Ave. Tel. 
i 630.1155). The audiologist 
will do hearing fasts on 
referral by family doctor or 
community health nurse. 
Speech patholoBIsf 
therapist will carry out 
speech assessments and 
therapy. 
LONG TERM CARE 
At 205-4621 lazelle Ave. Tel. 
635-9196. 
Assessment and planning for 
those eligible for long Term 
AC~Da~ro HANDICAPPED 
At 205.4621 lazelle Ave. Tel. 
635-9196. 
Assessment and guidance 
for vocational and social 
rehabil itation done by 
consultant. 
SKEENA CENTRE 
ONCE MORE WE OPEN 
OUR DOORS TO THE 
SENIORS OF THE 
COMMUNITY. 
We offer 
COFFEE 
CONVERSATION 
& 
B.C. Old Pensioners Tea & 
Bazaar will be held Sat., 
Nov. 3, 1979 at, Terrace 
Arena Banquet' Rm. from 
1:30 p.m. to 4:30 p.m. (nc- 
2N) 
UnHed Church 'Bazaar - 
December 1, 1979. (nolO) 
O.U.R.P. 
Annual 
FALL BAZAAR 
8, TEA 
November 17, 1979 
(nc-16N) 
The Anglican Church Bazaar 
will be held Sat. Nov. 24, 
19797 (nc.23N) 
The Hospital Aux i l ia ry  
Bazaar will be held on Oct. 13 
at the Arena Banquet Room 
from 2 Ixn to 4:30 pm. 
Baking. knitting, sewing - 
noveltlee, raffles, etc. (n¢5- 
3O) 
GEMIN I EXCAVATING 
LTD. 
(Wos Andrews) 
Backhoe Work 
Hourly and Contract 
6~-3479 
anytime 
(am.1.10.79) • 
COLLIER EXCAVATING 
Backhoe Work 
Phone 635.504gaiter 6:00 pro. 
(am-1-10-79) 
FOUND: 5016 Park Ave. 
Trailer Court. Black part 
Forslan male cat. White feet 
& chest. White on nose. 
Phone 635-9373. (no5-30) 
United Church Rummage 
sale and Garage Sale Oct. 20 RECEPTIONIST-TYPIST 
10a.m.tolp.m. 4907Lazelle required Immediate ly .  
Ave. Proceeds to support of Experience not essential. 
refugee families. Call Alice Position calls for In. 
635.7763 or Norma 635-4589. telllgent person, able to work 
(nc-30) under own supervision. Good 
PEOPLE'S telephone manner, typing 
LAW SCHOOL speed 40.50 wpm and dlc- 
Free Classes. Welfare rights taphone experle"ce an asset. 
and G.A.I.N. Library Arts Pteasephooefor Interview 
Room • 7:30 p.m. Oct. 4. 
ContactWeman'sCentre635. to: Mrs. C. Benolt at 635. 
,IP51, Federal Business 
5745or KermodeFrlendshlp Development Bank, 4548 
Centre 6354~6. (nc.40) Lakelse Avenue, Terrace, 
9(I Swap at Skeena Mall . B.C. VaG 1P8. (p5.4?) 
Nov. 3,1979- 9:30 a.m. Bring 
your old ski equlp[ne.t for Bookkeeper . Typist for 
sale. (nc5.30) Child Development Centre. 
Position Is half-time. Eleven 
Organizing K.I.T.S. (K i t -  months employment per 
sumkalum Ski Race Team) year. Contact Joyce Krause, 
for 1979-80. Watch your Executive Director at 635. 
school bulletin boards for 9388Mondayto Friday. 8:30 
&m. to 4:30 p.m. (c3- 
details, or call C. Donnelly at 27,28,20) 
635-6838. (nc5-30) 
Two persons needed one day 
a week for bindery work. 
Own t ranspor ta t ion  
: necessary. $5.00 per hour. 
Phone 635-7840. (ct fn-25.9- 
79) 
Notice of Meeting 
'Ksen House Society 
Annual 
General Meeting 
October 3,1979 
at7:30p.m. 
at 
Terrace Mental Health 
Centre Conference 
Room 
4-4554 Lazalle Avenue 
Terrace, B.C. 
(NC-3o) 
The 
DALLY HERALD • 
needs 
CARRIERS 
In the foll(~vlng areas: 
Tbornhllh 
Cottonwood Street, Empire 
greet, Paquette Ave"~e, 
Kofoed . DesJardln~s, t 
Kofoed - Sharpies, River 
Drive, Burgess . Laurler 
Avenue, Thornhlll Street. 
're rrlca: 
Highway 16 W., Willow 
Creek Rd., 4900 Block 
Agar, 4700 Block Agar. 
If you are Interested In one 
of these routes please 
:hone: 
635-6357 
between 9 am and 5 pm. 
Kltlmet: 
V'ukon Street, Qua i l .  
Sterling Streets, Oriole . 
Osprey Streets. 
if Interested --  phone Kelth 
at 
632-2747 
(ctfn.nc) 
AMnthly meeting of Terrace 
Utile Theatre will take place 
In Utile Theatre on Kalum 
St., Monday, October I - -  8 
p.m. All newcomers 
welcome. (nc.lO) 
The Kltlmat Museum will 
celebrate its 10th birthday 
wlth the apenlng of the local 
Annual Adult Art Show on 
Friday, October 5th at 7 pm, 
Refreshments and sur. 
p'lsesl The public Is cor. 
dal ly Invitedl No admission 
charges, 
Mendel, Custodian 
(nc-50) 
CRAFTS WANTED FOR OUR 
Inafrlendly CONSIGNMENT & SALES 
Drop.ln Centre FLOOR: 
, atmosphere Furni ture,  app l iances ,  
power tools, hand tools, 
We supply dean small cars, motor• 
MATERIALS bikes, boats, motors or any 
INSTRUCTION olhor Items In acceptable 
& rendition. 
TRANSPORTATION Terrace Auction Mart 
As well as an area for Comer of Apslay & lakelso 
relaxation. For more In- orpheea635.Sl72. (ctfn.2.20. 
formation about these and 79) 
other activit ies, please 
phone 635.2263 and ask for 
Skeana Centre. See you there.. 
any time between 8 am and 
3-30 pm Monday thru PDQ 
Carpet & Flooring 
Installation 
You supply - -  we Install 
CWL Fall Bazaar will be 
held gal. 24 from 7 p.m. to 9 638.1691 
p.m. at Verltas School Gym. (8m-1-10•79) 
(nc-240) 
Rebekah Lodge Annual Tea INSlSTON 
& Bazaar, Sat., Nov. 10 - -  THE BEST 
Oddfellows Hal l ,  3222 
Munrce St. (nc.10N) Concrete septic tanks In 
stock. Get relief with s 
TERRACE ALIVE concrete Investment. 
LADIES LUNCHEON 
Oct. 3 -- 12 noon - Manuel's Schmltiy's Excavating 
Restaurant Banquet Room. 635-3939 
Guest Speaker • Terry (am.1.10`79) 
Winter. Tickets $5.00. 
Available at Something 
Good, 4617 Lazelle Ave. (nc- 
30) FILTER QUEEN 
sales and service 
INTERESTED IN  
BRIDGE? 4546 Park Avenue 
Terrace Bridge Club looking 
for new members. Contact Terrace 
Bonnie Shaw at 635-6970 on or 635.7249 
before Oct*. 4. (no•SO) (am.1•10-79) 
BACKHOE 
for 
HIRE 
Phone 
635-4454 
6354757 
(cffn.2-10-79) 
Qua l i f i ed  carpenter ,  
tradesmen fully equipped 
with air tools. Available for 
renovat ions ,  custom 
ca blnets, arborlte-formlca 
Installations. Will consider 
ell other types of finishing 
work. Phmeafter 6 pm. Ask 
for Don. 
635-5708 
(ca•sO) 
Che table and eight chairs. 
Asking $550. Phone 635-7030. 
(p5•30) 
Stove, frldge, fable, chairs, 
etc. for sale. 635.6829. (c5- 
4O) 
Herald 
Classifieds 
63§43§7 
SUPER BASEMENT & 
CRAFT SALE 
4801 Straume Sat. Oct. 6 
9 - 12 
(nc-50) 
1976 Gold Wing 1000. Shaft 
drive, waier cooled, new 
fires. Phone 635•2154 or 635- 
7144. Ask for Mike. (cffn.sff) 
LOOKING FOR FUR- 
NITURE? 
Tr.y the Terrace Auction 
Mart Sales Floor. New & 
used. furniture at a price 
anyone can afford. We buy 
and sell. Call the Terrace 
Auction Mart, 4635 LIkalsa 
Ave, Pbam 635.5172. (dfn.2. 
5n.79) 
Crab apples for sale. 20(: lb. 
Ph. 638.1973. (pS-30) 
8 foot aluminum canopy In 
good condition or cam- 
mrette. Phone 635.3489. (pS- 
3O) 
Two GB0x15 radial studded 
winter tires. Used one 
winter. Are In new condition. 
Asking $1~ for both. Ph. 635. 
2314. (p3-30) 
CASH 
Am purchasing. BCRIC 
shares. Ph 635-4226. Also 
selling Suzuki dirt bike. OS- 
100. 1979 model. Practically 
new. Ph 635•4226. (c20.50) 
Store Fixtures for Sale. 
Phone during the day. 
635-6576 
(cffn-2-10.79) 
Sx40 Ioey shock, wired and 
finished. For more Into' 
phone 635-5261. (c5-90) 
120,000 B~U ~rced•a r 'ot i '  
Coleman furnace and  an 
Aero model 1000-30 oll hot 
water heater. $I 50 each. Like 
new condition. Phone 635. 
2317. (p5.90) 
Hawk Hand Glider. Like 
new. Helmet etc. Included. 
Asking $600. Ph. 635.2576. 
(c2.30) 
Chev small block 327. Extra 
rod,. Head, m-l.~m~l~ 
All parts Inclusive $100. 
Rebuilt power glide for 
Chev. Exc.cond. $.100. Holley 
carb and 383 magnum 
manifold $60. 190 km 
Kazama racing skis. No 
gouges. Macker bindings. 2 
seasons old $250. Ph. 638. 
7736. (p2.30) 
21 foot Kit Companion 
traller. Also approx. 70x200 
foot lot In Thornhlll. Ph. 635. 
3456. (p10•120) 
For Sale: 8' plywood pickup 
box with windows. Phone 
635.9053. (p3•20) 
Sewing machine. Brother zig 
zag with cabinet. In good 
oondltlon. Ph. 635.2905 after 5 
pro. (c3.20) 
WANTED 
spot cash paid 
for your old 
FURNITURE - GUNS 
. JEWELLERY 
- BCRIC SHARES • 
WE BUY.  SELL • 
TRADE . DELIVER. 
Terrace's Mast Unique 
Second Hand 
Antique Store 
Gunsmlthlng 
Quality Workmanship 
Guaranteed 
Buy - Sell 
Good Used Skates 
QUEENSWAY 
TRADING 
3215 Kalum Street 
Ph. 638-1613 
(affn•12-9.79) 
Motorhome for rent. Sleeps 
6. Luxuriously equipped• 
Fully Insured; Book early 
for your winter holiday. 
Available dally, weekly, 
monthly. Phone 632-2420 
(c20-11o) 
HALL RENTALS 
Oddfellows Hall . 3222 
Munroe. For further In .  
formation phone 635.2794 or 
635.5661. (am.7.8.79.Tu, Fr) 
For Sale: Registered •
Alaskan Malamute puppies. 
Sire & Dam out nf Sliver- 
sheen Kennels. Avai lable 
Oct. 19. Phone 638.1996. (p10- 
160) 
WANTED TO BUY--  bid car 
and truck and cat batteries. 
Top price paid. Will pick up. 
Ph 635-4735 anytime. " (p20- 
4O) 
2~ plus acres with mile or 
more of water frontage. Send 
delallS to Charles Cerrussh 
Box 101, Noble, Ont. P0G 
1G0. (c20.20) 
Motorhome for rent. Sleeps 6; 
luxuriously equipped. Fully 
Insured. Book early for your. 
winter holiday. Avallable'j 
dally, weekly, monthly.. 
Phone 632.2420. (c20`110) 
STORE AND 
OFFICE SPACE, 
FOR RENT 
Great IDeation 2621 Lazelle 
AvenueapproxJmately 2200 
Nuare feet. Heat supplied. 
Wonderful opportunity for 
store location. 
OR 
Two stores approximately 
1800 square feat In total. 
Can be rented together or i 
eeparately. S375 per month 
or 17650 for both. Fantastic 
location at 4636 Lazelle 
Avenue, 
OR 
Four office spaces: one 
office space approximately 
1000 squa re feet for $375 per 
month. One office space 300 
Nual'a feat $100 per math.  
Che office 350 square feet 
$125 per month. 400 square 
Met $135 per month. 
Office space Is In fha 
lozelle Shopping Centre. 
All offices Include heat. 
Contact tA'a. Webster at 
635.9433 Terrace or 255- 
1939, Vancouver. (p2- 
28S,20) 
3 BR House for rent In 
Kitlmat. Frldge & stove. Ph. 
For Rent: I BR duplex suite. 
Furnished. In town. No'pets. 
Ph. 635.5464. Ip3-20) 
3 BR country home with 
eKcellent view on one acre, 
102~ .sCj. ft~ creek.,frontage/; 
L~rge 'garden areawi th"  
~ce l lent  soil. Asking 
$40,000. Phone 635-2485 after 
6 pro. (c5-20) 
For Sale: 2 storey log home. 
Approximately 1200 sq. ft. on 
rneln floor. Located on large 
scenic lot on Skeena Street. 
Call 638.1121 between 8.5 pm 
Monday to Friday. (cl0.90) 
13 BR home wi th ,  full ,  
basement. AppreK. 1000" sq~' 
ft. Has 20x3O ft. workshop. 
Fenced 8, landscaped lot. 
Approx. 50x100. View at 4743 
Siraume or phone 635-9233 
after 5 pm, (I)20.300) 
3 BR home with full  
basement on 70x220 foot lot 
In Thornhlll. 1,000 sq. ft. 
About 8 years old. Asking 
542,000. Ph. 635-9530. (pl0. 
110) 
FOR SALE 
BYOWNER 
3 BR. house. Has fireplace. 
m basement, large lot 
52x210. Close to schools. 
.Asking $45,000. For more 
Information please call 
' 638-1294 
(ctfn-2-10-79) 
Lot for, Sale: Excellent large 
lot onJ4s16, Cedar Crescent. 
kjeal retidon~tal area with 
potential view. $21,000. 
Contact 635.7696. (ctfn.2.10. 
79) 
PROPERTY 
• FOR SALE 
160 acres In TOPley, B.C., 
mile off Hwy. 16. Llghtll 
treed. 18 miles from 
Houston. 2 mllea from 
Sunset Lake. Power, wafer 
lad3 Ixlrm. trailer. Asking 
iSl,S00. For more In: 
formation contact: 
G.W. GIb~n 
P.O. Box 148 
Topley, B.C. 
or 
C.F. Glbaon 
Terrace, B.C. 
635-3975 
nc.sff) 
For Sale: Fd ly  equipped 
• oonvenlence store. With 
living accommodation. Store 
does a good year round 
turnover. For further In. 
formation please write Bax 
1214 or call 635-3971. (ctfn.2. 
10-79) 
50 stall trailer court for sale. 
Write to Box 65, Terrace, 
B.C. VgG 4B2 or phone 635- 
~05 for further Information. 
(CS-20) 
Earn aM.S0 dally In your own 
business malllnB circulars at 
home. No experience 
needed. World mall group. 
Box 1022, Cobourg, Ontario 
KgA 4W5. (p3.30) 
1969 Chevelle, Good Year 
Reliable working person tires on CON rims. 11 to 1 
would like to rent one BR ~stons. 650 Holly cerbs. 
mfurnlshed apartment In Now clutch and pressure 
Terrace. Phone 638.8217. plate. Well maintained with 
(p4-40) 
2 or 3 BR house wi th  
basement and fireplace 
preferred but not urgent. 
One or 2 steps to front en- 
trance. Call eve"lngs only 
(collect If necessary). 112. 
567.4191. (c20-310) 
many more extras. Phone 
6118-1427 or 635-5600 (c10.5o) 
1977 Pontiac 4 door. V-6. 
Radial tires. Excellent 
mndltlm. Phone 635-5450. 
(¢5-90) 
1974 Ventura Hatchback. 
We are a young rsspmslble Auto. Reasonably priced. 
fam lly of four seeklng to rent Phone 635.2576. (c2.30) 
a 3 BR home In town by Nov. 
1975 Ford Custom 500. 4door. 
1. Please call 638.1039 or 635. Rebuilt motor. PS, PB, AT. 
4694 anytime. (c5.50) 
$1,100. gee.  Phone 638-1320. 
(cffn-2.10-79) 
1977 Nova Concaurs. 4 speed. 
17,000 miles. Ph. 635-6707. 
L.omptete grocery, meat and (p5•50) 
produce store equlpme"t. 
Available December In 
Kltlmat, B.C. For In- u y l  g°u - - - 'n -  
formation call 635.5950 or 
420.5511. (c0. 
18,21,25,28,S,2,5,9,120) Selling 
Hera ld  
For Re.t: ,~  ~,  ft. on -~--- , - -  . J ° ss ' rea  B 
second floor. Air con- 
dtluned. Located at 4623 
Lakelse Avenue. Phone 635-  O~5-OL '~57 
2552. Ictfn.2.10.791 
, t 
• " i .  ~ i , " ~ ~ , , , . . 
1 
/ */4 Datsun P.U. Magn. 27,0~0 
I~)  ~, ,~  u~,~o~ mllu. Excellent condition. 
I k ' ~ P ~  F0f l l | l  
• ~ Ph. 635-2037. 638.1443 after 5 
: NOTICE INVITING pm~ ~c5-50) .
~*APPLICATIgNS FOR '711 Ford Van El~0. 40,000 
TIMBER SA£E/ km. 351 cu.ln. 4 speed 
LICENCE A.II44/ overdrive. Sun roof. Cap. 
;rAKE NOTICE pursuant teln'achalre.AM.FMsteren. 
tO leCtlon 16(1) of the Forsut 16,500. Ph. 638-6874 after 6 
A~t, there will be offered for I:111. (pS-SO) 
l i le  at public auction by the 
Foreat~ Ranger/ Kltlmat, '76char P.U. 350aut0. Glass 
B;C,It 11:00a.m. on the 2nd 
dly of November, 1979, a 
Timber Sale Ll¢enca to 
wthorlN the harvesting of g 
~0 cubic metres of timber 
~dlocated at Cornwall Inlet 
.~ Princes Royal Island: 
.Term: One (1) year. 
Provided anyone who Is 
unebl* to attend the auction 
in person mw aubmlt a 
ueted tender, to be opined 
'It the hour of auction and 
• Weatsd as on8 bid. 
Defalla of the proposecl 
11mber Sale Llcence may be 
obtained from the Forest 
REageP at P.O. Box 159, 
Kitlmat, B.C. vgc 2G7, ar the 
Raglonld Manager, Market 
Piece, Prince Rupert, E.C. 
VaJ 1 B9. (J4.40) 
I 
NOTICE •INVITING 
APPLICATIONS FOR 
A TIMBER SALE 
LiCENCE A.I!441 
pursuant o~ctlon 16(1) of 
the Foreat Act, there will be 
dfered for uala at public 
auction by the Forest 
Ranger, Klflmat, B.C. at 
11:00 a.m. on the 2nd day of 
November, 1979, a Tlmber 
Sale Llcence to authorize the 
hervestln9 of 12 500 cubic 
metrea of timber and iouated 
In the Hecate P.S.Y.U. on 
Cornwall In le t -  Prince, 
Royal II1111¢1.' ;. 7 ' , " 
TERM: One!(1) year. " 
Provided enyona who Is 
unable to attend thi~luotlon 
in person m~y~k~mlt~;'a ~ 
seeled tender, to be opened 
al the hour of auction and 
treated as one bid. 
Datalla of the proposed 
"amber Sale Llcence may be 
obtained from the Forest 
Ranger, Box 159, Kltlmet, 
B.C., vgc 2G7, or the 
Raglonal Manager, Market 
Piece, Prince Rupert, B.C. 
VIJ 1B9. (id~lO) 
(~nopy~ Phone 635.4312. (p$. 
2O) 
1975 GMC customized van. 
P.S., P.B., lots of extras. 
Must be seen to be ap. .  
preclated. Phone 635.2154 or 
635-714~1. Custom Interior and 
exterl0~" palm 10b. Ask for' 
Mike. (nc.stf) 
1976 CheV P.U. :/~ ton. For 
• Sale. PS, PB, Vg auto. Good 
running condition. Ph. 635. 
4246. (¢11-120) 
ms chev van for ,=l=: S~rt 
box. F, ully customlmcl, ph. 
tB5.7038 anytime. (p~.40) 
i 
1974 GMc Four  .Wheel 
I~lve: 
4 sl~l,d tr in lml l | lm 
350 Engine NI4tS.00 
1975 Ford F.250 XLT 
Ranger 
lepead transmission 390 V- 
| Eng Ine. Two tone.1349SA0 
19.7.6Ferd Supercab F.2~0 
4 speed trans. Dual gas 
tankl. LiftS.00 
1977 Ferd Suporcab F.250 
Automatic 400. V-8 engine. 
Two tone. Dual gas tanks. 
Back s t .  149ts.N 
i C~mperlend 
I C & B ~rvlcea 
,S412 Highway 16 West 
Dealer License No, 5731 
i 
~x36 two BR modular home 
m 4 foot cement foundation. 
Has 12x12 addition and large 
patio. Good sized, fully 
landscaped lot. Gules area In 
Copper Mountain Sub. 
dlvis|on. Asking S36,000. 
Vlewat 3968 Simpson Cr. or 
phone 635-7023. (pS-SO) 
• i • , , - ~,,,rr~.-~-,~.' • . .... . . .~u. . | , ,  1914 12x6S 3 bedroom Estate 
Sunny Hill Trailer Court ~lth 
' ~10 insulated porch, gx2s" 
NOTICE INVITING 
APPLICATIONS FOR 
A TIMBER SALE 
LICENCE A.IIMt 
Pursuant to section 16(1) 
d the Forest Act, there will 
be offered for sale at public 
auction by the Forest 
veranda and work and 
storage shed. Nice lawn end 
three flower beds. Phone 635. 
,1798 (p10-20) 
Must Sell -- 12xM Oil~omat 
mobile home. Furnished or 
unfurnished. Many extras. 
Ranger Kltlmatat 11:00a.m. Can be seen by appointment 
on the 2rid day Ot.~10v~l~. r. e ly.  I=11.6~n.25~5 after 5 pm. 
1979, a Tlml~S~l"f'l~J~n '~': (c5,30) . . 
~ r Authorize the harvesting 
d 9 190 cubic metres of 
timber and located In the 
Hecate PSYU, Drake Inlet, 
Prlnceu Royal Island, CR4. 
Term: One (1) Year. 
Provided anyone who Is 
sable to attend the auction 
in person may submit a 
salad tender, to be opened 
the hour of auction and 
treated as one bid. 
Details of the prepom 
11mber Sale LIcanca may be 
obtained from the Forest 
Ranger at Box lS9, KItlmat, 
B.c.vgc 2G7 Or the Reglunel 
Manager, Market Place, 
Prince Rupert, B.C. VgJ 1B9. 
(e4.40) 
-°1 I d t leh  P . ~  Fo~es l l l  
STAND 
TENDING 
CONTRACTS 
Sealed tenders for the 
following stand tending 
oontraot(e) will be received 
be the Regional Manager, 
Mlnlsti"y of Foresti, prince 
Rupert, B.C, on the dates 
dmwn below. 
1. Contrad ST93M-S.2 CR 
Located Robinson Lake. 
Ranger District Hazeltan. 
Number of h~tares 10.0. 
Viewing date October 4th, 
1979, leaving Ranger Station 
at 9:30 a.m. 
NOTE: Viewing of the 
stand tsndlng sits prior to 
aJbmlfflng a tender for this 
mntract Is mandatory. 
Deadline for receipt of 
kindere is 1:30 p.m. I~:tober 
lath, 19/9. 
Tenders must be sub- 
mltlod on the form and In the 
envelopes supplied Which, 
with particulars, may he 
obtained from the Forest 
Ranger(a) Indicated, or 
from the Regional Manager, 
Ministry of Forests, Prince 
Rupert, B.C. 
The lowest or an), tender 
will not neceuarlly be ac- 
capkKl, 
Thli call for t~der le 
under the terms of The 
Canada British Columbia 
In tens ive  Fores t  
Management Agreement. 
(~.30) 
For Sale: 1978 14x10 Manta 
mobile home. Unfurnished. 
Set up and skirted In local 
trailer park. Phone 635.9736. 
(cffn.2-1OJ9) 
1976 24X60 Homoo mobile 
home In Thornhlll. For more 
Information call Tom et 63S. 
2261. (ctfn.2.10.79) 
For Sale: 1978 . 14x79 two 
Izlrm. mobile home, brlch 
fireplace, bookshelves & 
china cabinets built In, 
Roman bathroom, wet bar, 
Insulated porch. Could be 
purchased furn ished.  
Parked In' town. Must be 
seen to be appreciated. Ph. 
438.1474. (p&30) 
1967 12xSS Glendale mobile 
home. Unfurnished. $6,100. 
Phone 635.7006. (pS-30) 
For Sale: 12xM foot Knight 
trailer on large lot 11~150 
foot. For further Into please 
cell 63S-5~96 or view at 3560 
MUST SELL IM- 
MEDIATELY: 1977 31 foot 
WIIdernese travel trailer. 
Asking S&S00. View et Reel 
Inn Motel. Highway 16 West. 
Last trailer on loft. (ctfn.2- 
19-79) 
One Blackfoot camper. 
Newly redecorated Inside. 
To view .by appointment 
alter Spm ph~e 635.3048. 
(pS.90) 
1977 Vanguard motor home. 
GMC chassis. Low mileage. 
Phone 635~707. (ps-50) 
Pasture for rent for horses. 
Phone &18-8271. (pS-SO) 
Pail quarter horse, part 
thoroughbred mare In foal to 
Tan Tin. Enloys 8Ymkhena 
type events. Does well. Due 
to foal In late April or May. 
Easy keeper. Foal will be V= 
reglstored Arab. Call '635. 
3048 after 4 pro. !pS-SO) 
• • ; :  
. .2 . • 
OLD WORLD MAGIC IN A 
For a real conversation 
piece, try serving this Anti- 
pe~t,~ Mystery Salad as a 
first course. Mixed salad 
grcens, encircled with radish 
slices, tomato wi~dges, Swiss 
cheese and prosciutto stand 
up as a molded, salad with- 
out any gelatin or dressing 
to bind it. Good Seasons 
Thick 'n Creamy bleu cheese 
salad dressing mix prepared 
with mayonnaise and vinegar 
is spread over the' top of this 
salad spectaqular and lends 
just the right tou'eh to this 
authentic Italian recipe. 
ANTIPASTO 
MYSTERY SALAD 
112 pound thinly sliced 
boiled ham or ' 
prosciutto, cut in 
2-inch strips 
114 pound thinly sliced . . 
Swiss cheese, cut in 
2.inch strips 
2 medium tomatoes, cut 
in wedges 
1 cup thinly diced 
radi~es 
8 cups shredded salad 
greens greens in lined dish. Cover 
Creamy BleuCheese with a 'damp towel, and 
Salad Dressing chill for 1 hour. Invert on 
Line a 1-1/2 quart caase- serving platter and top with 
role br saucepan with strips some of the se}lad ressing. 
of wax paper. Arrange about Serve with remaining dress. 
half of the ham and cheese ing. (OR, spread dressing 
in  bowl; then chop remain- over top and sides of salad.) 
der. Cut tomato wedges in Garnish with hard-cooked 
half. Layer ham, cheese, esg wedges, ripe ol ives 
tomatoes, radishes and adlad and watercress, if desired. 
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About a century ago, it was not uncommon to see a flock of passanger pigeons 200 
miles long, which included an estimated two billion of the birds. The breed is now 
totally extinct. 
Makes 6 servings. 
Creamy Bleu Cheese Salad 
~ v  Empty contents 
elope creamy bleu 
cheese salad dressing mix in- 
to bowl. Add 2 tablespoons 
vinegar. Mix well. Add 314 
cup plus 1 tablespoon may. 
onnaise. Mix well. Makes 
about 1 cup. Store, covered, 
in refrigerator.. 
"The man who escapes with 
clean hands from the manage. 
ment of the world's affairs 
escapes by a miracle." Plato 
Are You Career Minded? 
A mul f fml l l  Ion do l la r  company with over  ~o years  exper ience 
needs three more  representatives to service and Increase 
established accounts In your area. 
Age not Impor tant  
Are You: 
Legal age or over  
agresslve 
ambit ious 
desire Is 
in good health . 
Ix)ridable wi th  gods references 
own a re l iab le  car.  
If you quality you will have: 
an exo~ptional security and pension plan 
two  weeks expense paid training In Vancouver  
50 percent of your  Income f rom established accounts. 
! 
Unl imited advancement  opportunity, ,  no senior ity.  Op. 
IX)rtunlty to  edvanc~ into Management  as rap id ly  as your  
ab i l i ty  warrants .  
Act Todayto  Insure Tomorrow 
• Please send resume to 
Combined Group of Companies 
Suite 301A - 1124 Lon ld ik l  Aven~ 
North Vancouver, B.C. V7M 2H1 
HOW GOOD ARE YOU AT SHARING? 
Once the automobile was 5. When you want to 
king of the Americlm road, keep a motorcycle from 
but how that other highway passing (a) speed up (b) I 
users are growing in num- move left to make passing F-Eurocan Pulp and PaPer Co, LM. 
bets, sharing the highways difficult (c)move right to CAREER Klflmit Logging Division with courtesy is more is- make passing impossible on 
theL ",~ ~111111~ 'a,  none OP-ORTUNITIE-P Sportant than ever. Just how right of these? H IGH LEAD courteons a driver are you? I). -, CONTRACTOR 
] .Should you follow I I l~  " ~  "~JJll . YARDING 
anoLher car or motorcycle 
(a) one ear length for ev(~r~, High lead yarding contractor equired to fall and yard 
1( ~ m.p.h. (b) a two-second ![1[i]111111111  approximately 20,000 cunlts par annum commencing • interval at least (c) either of . 19110. Interested persons should direct Inquiries end 
these? applications to: 
2.*ousho.Id sha ea CERTIFIED MILLWRIGHT EUROC:AN I tailgater by (a) hitting your " ' ' 
brakes and trying to.scare GOOD, COURTEOUS 
him' °ut °f his wits (b)driv" D!~! : r~!  ~:1~ n :!iznsaed I A shift Millwright wanted f°r Sawmill In Frlnce ~ - -  I=LILF=/~" F=A~EI=I CQ L"l"r)' 1 
ing much faster and trying. George area. Preference given to experience In ~ ~ Attn. M. Alerlc . • 
to lose him (e) maintaining sawmill maintenance. I W.A. rates with full benefits. U Logging Suporlntendent • 
speed and giving him every APPLY TO: R Kltlmat I.o901119 Division . • 
opportunity to pass? J l  P.O. BoX 1400 • 3. After you have follow- lea; s s ! s!q.L (p) "g "~S!la~a THE PAS LUMBER COMPANY LTD., 
ed at a safe distance and e Jo lUO=J u! lJa i sues1 IS! PRINCE B0x^n,~I79,B.C. V2L 41"1 i l l  vacKItlmat'2H1 B.C. B•  
someone cuts in front of .;o~otu e uaq~ ~naao .~luop GEv~E,  (e04) 6.~-3191) you but you back off to a .!aGe aio~aOlOm 1sam 'uo!l ~e~. , ~  
safe distance and someone .epuno~ &laJes ala~VlOi~ PHONE COLLECT TO: 
does i t  again, you should aql Ol ,'tu!p=ooov (o) "f~ (e) 'g Mr. Karl Eberle, 
(a) keep backing off (b) (o) '~ 'aSOlO OOl a~,no& 604463-$451 
blow your horn at the idiot '~euoos I: qa=a~ no/~ 3I ,,'o~1 
(c) start following . . . . . .  too close- .puesnoq~ aUG,, ~u!~vs tlS!U!j School District 92 (Nisgha) ~ ly yod.elf?, no& s~ Isn[ lo~rqo aql qoea~ I ~  l ~ 
SECRETARY TREASURER 
TRAINEE 
Applications are Invited for the position of Secretary 
Treasurer Trainee. Applicants must have good 
theoretical experience and proven administrative 
experience together with at least c~mplatlon or 
exemption of one yea r of the R.I .A. or C.G.A. 
Applicants will commence mployment et Terrace 
, afflce of the board and must be willing to relocate to 
New Alyinsh when required to do so by the beard. 
Written applications with supporting documents 
should be sent tc~ 
Mr. John G. McMynn C.A. 
Seoratery Treasurer 
Schoci Di~trlct No. !~ (NIsgha) 
4.141 LakelM Avonus 
Teffice, B.C. VSG IPl  
Closing date for eppllFotlms la October 1~, 1979. 
Br i t i sh  Co lumbia  
B~Jildings Corporat ion  
P~SIT ION AVAILABLE  
TITLE: STORESPERSON GROUP: PROPERTY 
MANAGEMENT 
LOCATION: TERRACE DEPARTMENT: REGION4 
OPEN TO BOTH MALE AND FEMALE AP- 
PLICANTS. 
4. When you and amotor- plnoqs noA ,,'O~l-pu~snoql 
cycle reach an intersection aUG 'ouo-puusnoql aUG,, 
at the same time (a)assume ~u]luno~ u!~aq '1! sossed 
you have the right-of-way nor jo lUO=j u! elO!qo^ 
and proceed through (h) it's aql  uaq.~ "p~oqe peoz 
all right to turn left in front aql lucre laa!qo uu logics 
of the,cycle (c) regard the '1! 1as oJ. "|e~elu! puooas 
motor(~ycle as. another car -o~1 ~ t~Ol[e o~ s! ~ ~ellaq 
and act accordingly? 0q,I, (0) "1 : s~t~s~v 
Marsh World 
SE(;;~HI UI:DI,- urns nwvy metal disc, 20.5cm J*l 
diameter divided into equal black and white areas, 
is used to determine' the relative turbidity of water 
at various depths. The discs are lowered on lines 
and the reflective values are recorded 'according to 
depth. Suspended materials in the water limit tile 
amount of light that penetrates. In turbid waters, 
those with high concentrations "of suspended 
materials, few plants can grow because so little 
life-supporting sunlight penetrates. Data obtained 
from secchi disc observations indicate to biologists 
plant and aquatic animal life production potential. 
DUPLEX 
TEA CHERAGE 
SEALED TENDERS for Duplex Teacherage at Kit. 
wencool Indla~ Reeerve No. 1 will be received by the 
underelgned until 2:00 p.m. (P.S.T.) on October 19, 
1979. 
The work consists of the construction of one 24' x 48' 
duplex teacherage Including loundetlon, Installation 
end connection of utilities and all appurtenant work. 
The work Is located at Kltwencool Indian Reserve 
No. I, approximately 24 km North of the Junction of 
Highway 16 and 37, on Highway 37. 
Contract Documents will be exhibited at and are 
dlJtalnabte from the Department of Indian Affairs, 
Gltksan.Cerrler District Office, Field Street, Old 
Hazalton, B.C. (P.O. Box 227). Telel~one No. 842.5227. 
Sels of documents are obtalnaf)le upon de peslt of 
885.00 Certified Cheque payable to the Receiver 
General of Canada, which amount will be refunded 
upon return of these documents In good order within 
one month of tender opening date. 
Documents may be viewed at Construction 
.~ssoclatlons In Vancouver, Smlthenl and Terrace. 
Tender must be submitted on the forms provided and 
=,-cording to the conditions set forth therein. The 
lowest or any Tender will not necessarily be accepted. 
District Manager, 
Gltksen.Carrler District, 
Department of Indian Affairs & 
Northern Development, 
P.O. BOX 227, / 
Hazeltoo, B.C. " 
VOJ tYO 
WELDER 
Canadian Cellulose Company, Umlted has an Im. 
mediate vacancy for quallfl ed Welders at Its Northern" 
Pulp Operations In Prince Rupert. 
Applicants must hold a valid P.O. 101 or DPW No. 1 
Welding Certificate and prefer~ce will be given to 
those with a valid DPW No. 3, No. 4, T.I.G. and 
stainless teel certificates as well es exporionce In the 
pulp Industry. In addition, applicants must have the 
ability to work at halghts. 
Excel lent employee benefit programs Inciude rnedlcal, 
eKtended health, dental, penslm and welfare plans es 
weilesan hourly wage of $11.7~ per hour. 
Interested persons should apply, In writing, giving 
particulars of qualifications and experience to: 
W. Ahrons, 
industrial Relations AsllMant, 
Canadian Cellulose Colnplaye Limited, 
P.O. BOX 1000, 
Prince Rupert, B.C. 
vaJ 3S2 
SCHOOL DISTRICT NO. t2 (NISGHA) 
COMPETITION 
(September 25, 1979 - OPEN) 
APPLICATIONS ARE BE ING ACC EPT EO FOR THE 
POSITION OF: 
RELIEVING HOUSE PARENTS 
IN GROUP HOMES, NEW AIYANSH, B.C. 
REQUIREMENTS: 
1. Man and wife teem. 
2. Age: preforrably In their "late twenties". 
3. Experlonce: 
a) Living In large . family situations. 
b) Ability to prepare meals for 12 full time resldonts 
and upwards to 20 students for over,night situations. 
c) Working with large groups of children. 
d) Ability to counsel, guide and maintain a dally 
routine ot running a large home. 
4. secondary education (No. 3 may over.ride this 
Item ). 
5. Commltmmt to working e 16 day work cycle, with 4 
days off, and repeating the 16 day work cycle each 
month. 
& Important:. Successful candidates must have large 
reserves of patience, dependability, humour, genuine 
love and concern for children of all ages, the ability to 
work along with 12 other House Parents. 
LETTERS OF APPLICATION CAN BE SENT TO: 
/~'. Nick Kels, District Superlntandent of Schools 
School District No. 92 (Nlsgha), .- 
Board Office, 
New Alyansh, B.C. 
F11one: 633-2228 
CLOSING DATE: No closing date. Please send op- 
Idlcatlons In IMMEDIATELY. 
DUTIES: 
E mployens In this funct Ion are required to carry out 
the general routine duffs In a storeroom: fill orders 
from stock; transport art Ides to and from the storse; 
load or unlcad, sort and place ertldea on shelvse; 
maintain and update accurate stock accounting 
record; perform periodic inventory checke and 
reconcile to stock records; ensure the stores and 
working areas are malntalnod In a clean and orderly 
condltlon. Perform| clerlcol functions and other 
related work ae required. 
QUALIFICATIONS: 
Education equivalent to Grade 10. A good knowledge of 
n~terlel handling or warehouse procedurse within • 
maintenance-construction environment preferred. 
semestores or warehouse xperience. Ability to follow 
q~edflc Instructions and exercise tact. Ability to 
operate office equipment preferred. Must poems • 
~elld B.C. Driver's License. 
SALARY: 
S1100 • $1214 per month. I percent Increase will be 
applied subject to Union retlflcatlon. 
SEND APPLICATIONS TO: 
Mr. Ken Eastman, 
Building N~III! leer, 
arltlllt Columbil hlMings Corp4ratlon, 
Keith Avenue, 
Terrace, B.C. r ig  IK7 
APPLICATIONS MUST BE RECEIVED ON OR 
BEFORE OCTOBER Sth, 1979 BEFORE 4:30 P.M. 
i 
! i • 
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We have the Ir. endlz est clerics zn , town 
All Seasons 
Sporfing ~ , 
Goods 
Come on in ~ see 
our new arrivals. 
Everything for the 
hockey player 
or ski buff. t~  
4627 Lakelse 635-2982 
BLUE ROBBOH 
BAKERYlriS,Ud. 
.Postr lea 
* Cakes * Breads 
Special 
attention 
to 
Wedding & 
Birthday Cakes 
"Your Persona/Bakery" 
4-4717 Lakeise 635-6063 
Terrc ce 
interiors Ltd. 
Sunworthy's 
one-stop wallcoverings shop 
Derksen's 
Credit 
Jewellers 
. DIAMOHDS ,WATCHES 
,C  LLRY 
461SA Eakelse 635-5453 
I I  
A PERFECT GIFT 
FOR THE DESK SET. 
glees bowl  fi l led w i th  fre,h g.Han l ind . 
g rowing  plan~a. 
3237 Ked.u,u 635-.~e;20 
LINDA McBEAN, a florist and ~x-year emi/o~e ci CentrM 
~owen,  proudly displays hor Clerk (4 the Week plaque she 
received as winner of the Daily Herald contest. 
Lots ot' beautiful Sunworthy wallcovering deeiKns for 
every room of your house .... we'U help you choose 
IPetterns. 
We'U show you how to choose the right Sunworthy 
style for your needs. 
4610 Lazelle 635-6600 
I 
Overwa=tea 
FOOD C ENr:ER S 
1st Choice ' 
Turkey 
• Butter basted 
Under 12 Ibs. lb.,1 ~"  
Ocean SpraY 
Cranberry ~ 
Sauce  59 Wh0ie or jellied 14 oz. • 
::~lllskeena mall' 
er~w Arching 
• Ear •Piercing 
FINRL TOUCH 
Accessories 
Loungeweer & [.ingerle 
Designer Fashions 
Disco Shoes 
~iiJ'skeena mall 635-2769 
TERRACE CO-OP 
"/our one stop shoppiq oenlre" 
, Produce , Heat 
, Bakery , Hardware 
,, Groceries , Dry Goods 
, nulldin| Supplies , Garden Centre 
, Bulk Petroleum & Gas 
CO-OP 
4617 Gre 
The friendliest 
clerk in town: 
who works at: 
Ballots should be dropped at the Daily Herald 
office or iaalied c/n AdvertisleB Hmpr, 
the Herald, 3212 Kalaia St, 
L. mmm 
A 
NEW OUADRA TRAVEL 
OME and SEE 
LIONS VS, EDMONTON 
OANUOKS VS. NaY. RANGERS 
NOVEMBER 2.4 
Hotel 0 
:'200" Tremfers Game Tickets Y 
635-2281 4646 Lakelse 
Bavarian Inn 
Terrace's outstanding dining place, discotheque & 
lounge - with quiet rustic decor and charming service. 
Dine In the atmosphere of the traditional Bavarian 
Style. Select your meal from a most extensive steak, 
mafcod, schnitzel end International menu In the 
Pacific Northwest. 
OPEN FOR 
LUNCH. Tues. to Frl. 11.2 D INNE R. Men. to Sun. 5-11 
II 
Contest R,les 
1. Only participating merchants employees are elil(ible. 
2. Vote must be recorded each week on ballot provided every Tuesday in the 
Daily Herald. 
3. Any clerk may win once only. If a previous winner tops voting runner up 
shall be chosen winner, 
4. Winner will be selected by majority of ballots, 
5. Ballots must be in by Friday noon each week. 
6. Clerk shall mean cashier, receptionist, waiter, waitress, salesperson. 
7. Judps decision final. 
TERRAOE ELECTRONIC 
Repairs Ltd. 
Toshiba Speakers 
CS717 ,o wa..Ms, w., 229~, 
CS718 ,° ws.,.s, .y 25m0 w pr. 
CS727 ,, ws.. .s, .y 2S$~r". 
CS737.  w,...s,w.y 349~ 
CS747 ,.w,..Ms ,..y ..K2ms..,r. 
CS335 ,, Wa...s, w., 299~. 
30 month warranty 
4623 Lakelse 635-4543 
ONE HOUR SERVICE 
TIME CLEANERS 
For !the best in 
suede & leather 
• cleaning . 
Plus minor clothing repairs 
Terrace Mini Mall 635-2820 
